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ABSTRACT 
Analysis of Ties, Tie Systems, and Attachment Methods 
of Fibrous Sandals of Tsegi Phase (Pueblo III) 
Kayenta Branch, from Tsegi Canyon, Arizona 
by 
Diana Law Christensen, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1993 
Major Professor: Dr. Ann C. Deegan 
Department: Home Economics and Consumer Education 
Forty-three Pueblo III sandals and sandal fragments 
from four sites in Tsegi Canyon, Arizona, were analyzed to 
develop tie terminology, identify possible correlation of 
tie system to sandal construction, and identify 
characteristics for future tie research. Each piece of 
sandal tie cordage was analyzed for tie system type, tie 
attachment method, and tie cordage structure. 
Three overall tie systems were found: toe-heel tie 
systems (nine sandals), criss-cross tie system (one 
sandal), and side loop tie systems (fifteen sandals) 
Five additional sandals (narrow, two-warp plainweave 
construction) had possible toe-heel tie systems. Tie 
systems of six sandals were not distinguishable between 
toe-heel and criss-cross. Five sandals had unidentifiable 
tie fragments, and two sandals had no tie information. 
Terminology had to be developed for several tie 
components. Toe loops were found with a single loop 
(either intact or tied over the toe) and multiple loops 
(overlapping, adjacent, or parallel). Side loops were 
lX 
overlapping (continuous, mirror image, or reversing), 
adjacent, and parallel. Ankle/heel loops included single, 
double, and double intertwined horizontal loops (back of 
heel), and two vertical loops (side of heel). Loop 
variations for two-warp plainweave were through weft, 
around weft, flat loop, and upright loop. Numerous 
attachment methods were used for the toe, ankle/heel, and 
side loops, including sole knots and running stitches. 
Tie materials included four constructions of leaf: 
unprocessed leaf, S-twist leaf, Z-twist leaf, and plied 
leaf (Z-2S, S-2Z, Z-3S). Twelve constructions of yarn 
were identified, including two- and three-ply yarns of 
various twist combinations, re-plied yarn, and splicing. 
Toe-heel and criss-cross tie system sandals tended to have 
only one cordage type used on an individual sandal; side 
loop system sandals tended to have several cordage types 
used on an individual sandal. 
A comparison of tie system and sandal construction 
methods revealed that coarse-braided and two-warp 
plainweave sandals more frequently used the toe-heel 
system. Fine-braided and four- and five-warp plainweave 
sandals used the toe-heel and side loop systems nearly 
evenly. 
X 
Markers for future tie researchers to examine include 
number of toe loops, types and attachment methods of toe 




Understanding the beliefs, attitudes, and customs of 
the past helps us to understand the beliefs, attitudes, 
and customs of the present. Interpreting these practices 
of today and making inferences about the trends of the 
future are made possible and more reliable with each 
element that gives us added information about customs of 
the past. 
Customs of the past are linked to many things--the 
beliefs of the people involved, the technology of the 
group, symbolism within the culture that may vary from 
similar cultures, and contact with outside cultures. 
Documentation of regional trends is an important 
contribution to the overall body of literature. 
The American Southwest has been an area of great 
interest to researchers for many years. Archaeologists, 
dendrochronologists, botanists, geologists, and 
climatologists are just some of the specialists that have 
contributed to the effort to reconstruct the lifeways of 
the ancient inhabitants of this land. According to 
Cordell (1984:18) there are many reasons for this interest 
in Southwestern prehistory. One is that the artifacts of 
past cu l tures in this area are relatively well preserved. 
The American Southwest is an area of natural aridity , and 
this dryness has enhanced preservation of the material 
remains. In addition to aridity, the modern Southwest ' s 
low population density and lack of heavy industrial 
development have fostered preservation of the 
archaeological sites. 
These conditions make a much broader array of 
material culture available for study than is generally 
possible elsewhere. Because of the availability of 
artifacts, the Southwest has been a ''training ground" for 
archaeologists for many years. These students have 
brought and tested innovative ideas to the study of the 
Southwest (Cordell 1984:18; Dutton 1983:xi). Textile 
specialists can add to the body of information available 
to researchers by applying textile science analysis to 
selected cultural artifacts recovered from sites in the 
Southwest and recording the information with accurate, 
consistent terms. 
2 
The early southwestern inhabitants needed footwear 
made of tough, durable materials to protect their feet 
from sharp objects and to negotiate the rocky talus slopes 
of the area. This footwear, fibrous sandals, is probably 
the single most common item of human attire made and worn 
by prehistoric peoples of the Southwest . Recovered human 
burials show human attire consisting only of sandals, 
beads, and a feather or fur (woven or twined) robe, with 
an occasional woven bark apron for women and G-string f o r 
men (Guernsey and Kidder 1921:45; Wormington 1970:31,6 9 ). 
3 
Therefore, researchers generally conclude that little else 
was worn. 
Fibrous sandals have been found in a variety of 
locations and stages of wear, making them useful for 
comparisons. A few unworn, newly manufactured sandals 
have been found on the feet of bodies in burials (Morris 
1975:128). Sandals have been found abundantly in dwelling 
sites and middens (trash deposits). Many sandals found in 
trash deposits are in advanced stages of wear and appear 
to have been discarded by their owner as worn out . 
Sandals have also been found with burial wrappings and may 
have had a ceremonial use (Wormington 1970:30). 
As sandals were a common, major item of apparel and 
constructed within a local culture group, sandal analysis 
is a useful tool for adding to the understanding of the 
technology of prehistoric Southwestern cultures. 
Although numerous sandals have been found in 
prehistoric ruins throughout the Southwest, little 
analysis of them has been done. Few of the sandals found 
have been thoroughly analyzed. What has been recorded is 
often vague, and each writer usually used different terms 
for sandal construction. Very little information has been 
recorded about the sandal tie system. 
To begin the process of making fibrous sandal tie 
information available to researchers of Southwestern 
technology, this research is conducted with the objective 
4 
of performing an analysis of the tie systems of a selected 
group of fibrous sandals. The analysis is limited to the 
sandal ties: specifically, sandal-to-foot tie systems, 
methods of attaching ties to sandal, construction traits 
of the sandal tie cordage itself, and any correlation 
between the choice of sandal tie system and the overall 
sandal fabric construction. Each piece of sandal tie 
cordage is analyzed for twist direction of singles and 
plies, diameter of yarn or re-plied yarn, and attachment 
location and method of attachment to sandal and to foot. 
Due to small sample size, and uncertainty about how 
representative this collection may be of total sandals 
from these sites, it is not possible or appropriate to 
draw conclusions about overall sandal tie system 
developments. Instead, the major purpose of this study 
is to record all tie construction details with consistent, 
illustrated terms with the intent of forming a base for 
future sandal researchers to build upon. Existing terms 
are taken from the textile literature to describe 
techniques observed in the sandal ties. Where terms do 
not exist, suitable terms are coined to describe what is 
observed. 
Sandals from well-dated sites within a limited area 
were needed to provide provenience (origin) controls. 
Tsegi Canyon in northeastern Arizona is just such a locale 
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4. Inscription House 
5. Hummingbird House 
6. Dust Devil Cave 
Figure 1. Map of Kayenta Branch re gion 
Source: Adapted from Morss (1931:Plate 1) by Deegan 
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Advantages of this area for study include: many sites in 
Tsegi Canyon are dated to one culture period (Tsegi Phase, 
Pueblo III, A.D. 1250-1300); they are closely located 
geographically; and sandals of this geographical area, 
Kayenta Branch, are described in excavation reports. 
The four selected sites are Batwoman House, 
Betatakin, Nagashi Bikin, and Priestess Cave. These sites 
are all in the Tsegi Canyon system (note sites indicated 
on Figure 2, Map of Tsegi Canyon System, page 7). The 
original selection was five sites from Tsegi Canyon. 
However, as the research progressed, the fifth site, Twin 
Cave House, was eliminated from the analysis as it had two 
occupation dates, A.D. 850 to 1000 and A.D. 1240 to 1280, 
and therefore some fragments could be expected to remain 
from the earlier occupation and not be from the period 
being studied. Also, some specimens from the Utah Museum 
of Natural History collection from Betatakin and Priestess 
Cave were not analyzed as the museum staff felt these were 
too fragile to tolerate the transfer and the handling. A 
brief inspection of these specimens showed that they were 
so fragmentary that they would be placed in the 
"un certa in" category, and so would add little to the 
analysis. 
As noted on Figure 2, Map of Tsegi Canyon System, 
page 7, Priestess Cave and Nagashi Bikin are closely 
located in Nagashi Biko canyon, a tributary branching from 
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Figure 2. Map of Tsegi Canyon system 
Source: Haas 1986:14 (Used by permission) 
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close to the head of Dogozshi Biko canyon. Batwoman House 
is in a small canyon branching from Dogoszhi Biko canyon 
about three miles downstream from Nagashi Biko. Betatakin 
is further away from the above, about five miles 
downstream from Batwoman House, in a side canyon crossing 
the main Tsegi canyon approximately where Dogoszhi Biko 
canyon enters the main canyon. 
Batwoman House dates of occupation are placed at A.D. 
1250 to 1300 by Anderson (1969:23). The estimated 
population was 65 (Dean 1969:165). Date ranges for 
Betatakin are A.D. 1250 to 1286, according to Dean 
(1969:189), and A.D. 1267 to 1290, according to Anderson 
(1969:20). Dean's population estimate for Betatakin was 
75 to 100 persons (Dean 1969:82). Nagashi Bikin dates of 
occupation are placed at A.D. 1268 to 1276 by Dean 
(1969:181), with a population estimate of 25 (Dean 
1969:181). Priestess Cave dates of occupation are 
estimated to be from the A.D 1260s to the 1280s (Jonathan 
Haas, personal communication 1993), with a population of 
25 to 30 people. 
Traits of textile production may be useful for 
tracking contact between cultures and developments within 
cultures (Maslowski 1984:59; Weltfish 1932:108-109). 
These traits may be used as markers to place an artifact 
in a location or time period. For example, the direction 
of spin of fibers being made into yarn is one of these 
traits. 
Some behaviors are taught in childhood and repeated 
automatically throughout life. These behaviors are on an 
unconscious, automatic level and are done without thought 
or conscious attention to the process; thus, they tend to 
remain stable and uninfluenced by superficial change, 
throughout a culture group. According to Maslowski 
(1984:59), " ... techniques of cordage manufacture are 
grounded motor habits that are culturally transmitted and 
learned at an early age." Further, he states that these 
motor habits have no adaptive value so are more resistant 
to change than habits associated with other aspects of a 
group's culture . Weltfish (1932:108-109) also lists 
"technical traits of construction" as having limited 
distribution and as being useful as a key to cultural and 
physical relations of native groups. This study records 
9 
twist direction and twist sequence in ties as well as 
other technical traits of construction that are observed 
in these sandal ties that may be useful for future 
researchers to analyze as possible indicators of relations 
between groups. 
10 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Pueblo III Sandals 
This research is concerned with sandal ties; however, 
to understand the ties, a brief description of the sandals 
themselves will be given. 
Early researchers found that a chronology could be 
developed from the type of Pueblo III sandal found (Kidder 
and Guernsey 1919:101-107). By Pueblo III (A.D. 1100 to 
1300) plaited (braided) sandals were in use along with 
persisting twined and woven styles. Later Pueblo III 
sandals tend to be plaited of split leaves of the broad 
leaf yucca or whole leaves of the narrow leaf yucca 
(Caywood 1934:22). 
Researchers of the Kayenta Branch who mention or 
illustrate Pueblo III sandals in their literature include 
Anderson (1969); Cummings (1910, 1953); Judd (1930); 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919); Lindsay et al. (1968); Morss 
(1931); and Ward (1975). Kidder and Guernsey (1919) 
provide the most detailed classification system among the 
aforementioned researchers. Kidder and Guerns ey 
(1919:101) classify sandals of Pueblo III development 
using their term "Cliff-House culture " (Figure 3). Types 
I,a,l, yucca leaf, twilled , coarse; I,a,2, yucca leaf, 
twilled, fine; I,b, yucca leaf wickerwork; and II,a, cord 
wickerwork are illustrated in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 , 
11 
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b. Twined weaving 
b. Wickerwork 
c. Coil without 
foundation 
Figure 3. Sandal classification, Kidder and Guernsey 
Source: Kidder and Guernsey 1919:101 (non-copyrighted 
U. S. Government document) 
pages 12-15, with the illustrations from Kidder and 
Guernsey's 1919 publication. Definitions of these 
structures are found on pages 23-26. Types II, band c 
have not been seen in the Kayenta District published 
literature and, therefore, will not be discussed here . 
Judd (1930:63), describing his repairs at Betatakin 
in Tsegi Canyon (which is Pueblo III), mentions twilled 
(braided 2/2) and wickerwork (plainweave) sandals of 
narrow yucca leaves. The fine-twilled sandals {Judd 
1930:Plate 40) of narrow yucca leaves would correspond to 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919) Type I,a,2. The coarse-twilled 
sandals (Judd 1930:Plate 40) of yucca leaf would 
correspo nd to Kidder and Guernsey (1919) Type I,a,l; and 
the wickerwork sandal illustrated by Judd (Judd 1930:Plate 
41) would correspond to Type I,b. One other sandal 
illustrated in Judd (1930:Plate 41, 1) appears to be 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919) Typ e II,a, cord wickerwork. 
BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY 
• · UPPER SI DE L. UPPER SIDE 
TYPE I, a, I, SANDALS 
Figure 4 . Type I,a,l, yucca leaf, coarse twilled 
Source: Kidder and Guernsey 1919:Plate 38 
BULLETIN es PLATE 35 
c,·SOLE 
Bl/REAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOL()tJY 
,-------------- -- ·-- · 
TYPE I, o, 2, SANDALS 
Figure 5. Type I,a,2, yucca leaf, fine twilled 




BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY 
Figure 
Source: 
a , UPPER SIDE b. UPPER SIDE 
TYPE I, b, SANDALS 
6. Type I,b, yucca leaf, wickerwork 
Kidder and Guernsey 1919:Plate 35 
BULLETIN e5 PLATE 38 
e. SOLE 
DUREAU Of' AMERICAN ErtlNOLOGY 
a. ·TYPE II, c. SAU UAL 
Figure 7. Type II,a, yucca cord, wickerwork 
Source: Kidder and Guernsey 1919:Plate 39 
15 
Morss (1931:14), describing his explorations in the 
Kayenta District (Hummingbird House, see Figure 1, Map of 
Kayenta Branch region, page 5), mentions "about" 12 
sandals recovered of Kidder and Guernsey (1919) Type I,a,l 
(yucca leaf, coarse twilled) and Type I,b (yucca leaf, 
wickerwork) . 
16 
Ward's (1975:39) excavation report for Inscription 
House (see Figure 1, Map of Kayenta Branch Region, page 5, 
for location) figures a "twilled yucca" sandal. It 
appears from the illustration to be "leaf" rather than 
"cord'' (as it is described), and to be more nearly like 
Kidder and Guernsey's (1919) illustrations of "coarse" 
than "fine" (Kidder and Guernsey (1919) Type I,a,1). 
Inscription House is in the Kayenta District, and the 
archaeological remains are largely Tsegi Phase (Ward 
1 9 75:22) . 
Cummings (1910, 1953) excavated in the Kayenta 
District and recovered sandals of the Pueblo III time 
p e riod . He bri e fly me ntions cord and yarn made of yu cc a 
fiber and 33 whole and 6 parts of sandals (Cummings 
1910:11). Cummings (1953:114-115) illustrates sandals 
recovered from Pueblo III sites in the Kayenta area. The 
sandals numbered 1 and 2 in Cummings' illustration 
(Cummings 1953:114-115) appear to be Kidder and Guernsey 
(1919) Type I,a,2, yucca leaf, fine twilled . Sandals 
numbered 3 and 4 appear to be Kidder and Guernsey (1919) 
Type II,a, cord wickerwork. Cummings (1953:116) refers to 
this illustration as "twined weave"; however, the sandals 
in the illustration appear more like wickerwork than 
twining. The sandal numbered 7 in Cummings' (1 9 53 :114 -
115) illustration appears to be Kidder and Guernsey (1919) 
Type I,b, yucca leaf wickerwork. 
17 
Anderson (1969:129-132) describes 19 coarse-twilled 
yucca leaf sandals (Kidder and Guernsey 1919 Type I,a,l), 
107 fine weave twilled yucca leaf sandals (Kidder and 
Guernsey 1919 Type I,a,2), 10 yucca leaf wickerwork 
sandals (Kidder and Guernsey 1919 Type I,b), and 15 yucca 
c ord wickerwork sandals (Kidder and Guernsey 1919 Type 
II, a) . 
Lindsay et al. (1968) excavated a site near Navajo 
Mountain in 1959-1962 . Navajo Mountain is in the Kayenta 
District (see Figure 1, page 5). From Pueblo III 
archaeological artifact levels in Dust Devil Cave, they 
list one "four - warp wickerwork" fragment (Kidder and 
Guernsey 1919 Type I,b ?) as Pueblo III and a "coarse 
warp-face" (uncertain of Kidder and Guernsey 1919 type) 
fragment as Pueblo III. There are no illustrations of 
Pueblo III fragments. 
Pueblo III Sandal Ties 
Overall System 
In the table of their Pueblo III sandal types, Kidder 
and Guernsey (1919) include no sandal tie descripti ons. 
However, they do illustrate three sandal tie systems in 
th e ir Plate 41 (Kidder and Guernsey 1919), and give bri e f 
des c riptions of the functioning of the tie parts. Thes e 
illustrations are repr oduced in Figure 8. Kidder and 
Guernsey (1919) describe two general overall t ie system 
TOE-HEEL 
EDGE (SIDE) LOOP 
Figure 8. Sandal tie systems 




types--edge loops and toe-heel loops, with the criss-cross 
system being a variation of the toe-heel system. In 
Kidder and Guernsey's (1919) writings, the term "edge" 
loop is used. However, more recent researchers have 
preferred the term "side" loop (Deegan 1993). For this 
study, the term "side" loop is used. 
Side Loop Tie Systems 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919:107) describe edge (side) 
loops with "loops of string or yucca leaf" fastened around 
the edge of the sandal (Figure Ba). Ties were laced 
through these loops, over the toes and instep, and around 
the ankle to hold the sandal to the foot. They state that 
19 
"edge-loop attachment is found on sandals of all types 
except those of coarse yucca-leaf wickerwork (Type I,b) 
which have no edge suitable to hold the loops" (Kidder and 
Guernsey 1919:107). The side loop system, from this 
description, consists of loops fastened around the side of 
the sandal, and a lacing cord. The possible presence of a 
toe loop with side loop system sandals is unclear in these 
descriptions. It is also unclear if the side loop system 
also employed separate ankle/heel loops. 
Cummings (1953:112) shows figures of side loop sandal 
ties of Pueblo III but includes no description. Anderson 
(1969:129) reports on sandals generally conforming to 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919) Type I,a,1 (yucca leaf, coarse 
twilled) with eight sandals still having ties, six of 
which have side loops. In Anderson's (1969:130) research 
o n fine-twilled yucca leaf sandals (Kidder and Guernsey 
1919 Type I,a,2), 31 have side loops. 
Nusbaum et al. (1922:76) make a brief reference to 
Pueblo III style sandal ties by describing a side-loop 
system which has "short loops which are not pulled up to 
mee t over the instep and about the ankle, but merely serve 
to hold a long lacing cord which crosses back and forth 
from one side to the other." It appears to be the same 
side loop system described by Kidder and Guernsey (1919) 
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Toe-Heel Tie Systems 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919) describe two variations of 
the toe-heel system. The toe-heel system shown in Figure 
Sb (from Kidder and Guernsey 1919, Plate 41, b) has 
ankle/heel and toe loops worked into the body of the 
sandal and joined by a tie cord; and a criss-cross tie 
arrangement shown in Figure Sc (from Kidder and Guernsey 
1919, Plate 41, c), with ankle/heel loops and a crossed 
cord. The toe loop in the criss-cross variation is a 
continuation of the tie cord (crossed cord) that runs 
through the body of the sandal and crosses itself above 
the enclosed second and third toes. Kidder and Guernsey's 
(1919) work considers the toe-heel and criss-cross as 
variations of the same system . For this study, the criss -
c ross tie system will be considered as a separate, third 
tie system. From these descriptions, the toe-heel system 
consists of toe loops, heel and/or ankle loops and a tie · 
cord between (see Figure Sb). With the criss-cross 
variation, the system consists of a crossed cord (see 
Figure Sc) It is unclear if in addition to the crossed 
cord there are separate ankle and/or heel loops or if 
these loops are continuous with the crossed cord. Most 
toe loops are placed to enclose the second and third toes, 
but one specimen was found with two loops--on e looping th e 
large toe, the other loop enclosing the second and third 
to e s (Kidder and Guernsey 1919:107). 
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Cummings (1953:114-115) shows figures of Pueblo III 
toe-heel sandal ties with heel loops, an ankle cord, one 
toe loop over second and third toes, and a lacing cord. 
Anderson (1969:129) lists two yucca leaf, coarse-twilled 
sandals (Kidder and Guernsey 1919 Type I,a,l) having toe-
heel loops; and 26 sandals of yucca leaf, fine-twilled 
(Kidder and Guernsey 1919 Type I,a,2) having toe-heel 
loops . No illustrations are available . 
Tie Attachment to Sandal 
There is no mention made in the literature of how 
sandal ties were attached to the sandals (e.g . , knots) . 
Tie Characteristics 
For the Anasazi, and specifically for the area under 
study, there is little recorded information about sandal 
tie construction, which includes yarn versus leaf, 
diameters, twist, and ply. 
Fiber content is not addressed in this study. Past 
researchers have made statements that the loops and tie 
cords were usually made of yucca cord or whole yucca 
leaves, and occasionally of braided yucca, feather cord, 
or cotton cloth rags (Kidder and Guernsey 1919:107; 
Anderson 1969:132; Lindsay 1968:119). The accuracy of 
these statements dep e nds on their methods of 
identification, which are unknown. Kidder and Guernsey 
(1919:107) indicate that unlike earlier sandals, no ties 
of human hair string were found in Pueblo III sandals. 
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Anderson (1969:132) writes that two specimens show "a 
2-ply Z-twist yucca cord" toe loop "probably for the 
second toe" and a yucca cord going around the ankle with 
the two loops connected by a yucca strip (see Definitions, 
pages 23-26 for ply, cord and Z-twist). 
One fine-twilled yucca leaf sandal excavated by 
Anderson (1969:130) had "side loops of three parallel bast 
cords"; others have a single "bast cord" loop. No 
definition was available for "parallel bast cords" or for 
"cord" as used by Anderson. 
Lindsay et al. (1968) excavated a "four warp 
wickerwork" fragment and one "coarse warp-face fragment . " 
The "four-warp wickerwork" ties are of split yucca leaves 
"lightly Z-twisted" together. The tie remnants of the 
"warp - faced coarse" sandal are of "whole yucca leaves" 
(Lindsay et al. 1968:119). 
Definitions from Literature for 
Use in Sandal Tie Research 
Awl: An implement, narrow and pointed at one end, wider 
at the other end, often made of worked bone. It was used 
for punching holes through tight basketry walls in order 
to insert another lacing piece through the wall. It may 
have also been used to punch holes in the sandals for 
threading the ties through. 
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Bast fibers: Refers to fibers taken from stems of certain 
dicotylednous plants. Apocynum is a bast fiber (Emery 
1980:5). 
Coil without foundation: Used by Kidder and Guernsey 
(1919) to refer to a structure built up in the manner of 
coiled basketry but without a foundation. Emery (1980:45) 
calls this technique "coiled simple looping." 
Cord: Twisting together of two or more plied yarns (see 
Figure 9). Called "re-plied" by Emery (1980: 10). 
Cord: (As used by Kidder and Guernsey 1919). Refers to 
the condition of leaves having been shredded into fibers 
which are spun into singles, then two or more singles 
plied together into yarns (as opposed to the use of yucca 
leaves as leaf strips only, not processed). 
Direction of twist: The spiral of the twisted element, 
when held vertical, conforms to the slant of the letter S 
( \) , or the letter z ( /) ( see Figure 9) . Lack of twist is 
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designated zero twist (Emery 1980:11). Emery (1980:14) 
suggests a sequence of letters to describe the successive 
directions of twist thus: s-z-S, or z-s-Z; where the 
first letter is the initial twist, and the final twist 
that is visible on the surface of the yarn is described by 
the final, capital letter. For this study, the capital 
letter may not be clearly differentiated from the small 
letter with handwritten forms, so all capital letters will 
be used. The sequence suggested by Emery (1980) will be 
used in this study; the first letter is the initial twist 
direction, the final letter indicates the final, visible 
twist direction. A number preceding the twist direction 
indicates the number of plies of the previous twist being 
plied together, thus S-22 refers to two plies of S - twist 
being twisted together in the Z direction. 
Leaf fibers: Fibers taken from leaves of monocotyledonous 
plants. Yucca is a leaf fiber (Emery 1980:5) . 
Single yarn: Simple strand of fibrous material--may or 
may not be twisted (see Figure 9) When untwisted, falls 
apart into fiber (Emery 1980:9). 
Spinning: The process of twisting together and drawing 
out massed short fibers into a continuous strand (Emery 
1980:9). 
Plied, or ply-yarn: Twisting together two or more single 
yarns (Emery 1980:10, see Figure 9). 
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Re-plied yarn: A three process construction formed by 
"re-plying" or twisting together two or more plied yarns, 
the direction of the twist usually opposite to that of the 
plying (Emery 1980:10, see Figure 9). 
Twilled weaving: Kidder and Guernsey (1919:101) label 
this category "twilled weaving" but it is not properly 
"weaving." The term "weaving" requires a distinct set of 
warp and filling yarns interlacing at right angles. 
Kidder and Guernsey's (1919:101) clarification of twilled 
weaving as "diagonal over-two under-two plaiting" or 
"braiding" is more accurate. Emery (1980:63) calls this 
technique "oblique interlacing." For this study, the term 
"braiding" is used to refer to this technique. 
a. Twilled weaving, coarse: Twill oblique 
interlacing of whole (lengthwise) yucca leaves with wide 
strips (also known as plaiting or braiding). Eight or 
nine leaves are used and doubled back to make 16 or 18 
braiding elements (Kidder and Guernsey 1919:101). 
b. Twilled weaving, fine: Twill oblique interlacing 
of whole (lengthwise) yucca leaves, using narrower leaf 
sections and finer construction (20 to 30 interlacing 
elements) (Kidder and Guernsey 1919:102). 
Twined weaving: Kidder and Guernsey (1919) lab e l this 
ca tegory "twin e d weaving" but it is not properly we aving. 
Twining, or twined fabric, is a structure chara c terized by 
th e twisting of two or more elements of the sam e set about 
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each other to enclose successive elements of the opposite 
set (Emery 1980:206). 
Wickerwork: This term used by Kidder and Guernsey (1919) 
is used in the basketry field to mean flexible weft over 
rigid warps. In textile terms it would more properly be 
termed 1/1 weft faced plain weave. For this study, the 
term "plainweave" is used to refer to this technique . 
Yucca leaf: Use of the leaf itself as a construction 
element, either split, folded, or whole (as opposed to 
processing the leaf to separate the fibers and spinning 
them) . 
I 
ffi ~ ~ -~ 
s twist Z twist yarn 
Single yarn 
Three-ply yarn 
Re-plied yarn (or cord) 
Figure 9. Fiber twist direction 
Terms Adopted from the Literature 
for Use in Sandal Tie Research 
Where appropriate terms were present in the 
literature, those terms were adopted for use in this 
sandal tie research. 
Size 
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Categorizing as whole or fragment is used according 
to Deegan (1993). If three-fourths or more of the sandal 
is present, it is termed "whole." Less than three-fourths 
of the sandal present is termed "fragment." The length of 
the whole sandal is recorded if the portions present are 
sufficient to establish the probable original length. 
Sandal Fabric Construction 
The terms used for sandal fabric construction are 
adopted from those found in the literature. These fabric 
constructions are braided, twined, and plainweave. See 
pages 23 to 26 for technique definitions. 
Braided 
This term, along with "plaiting" and "twilled 
weaving," was used by Kidder and Guernsey (1919:101) for 
their Type I,a,l (Figure 4, page 12) and Type I,a,2 
(Figure 5, page 13) also called by Emery (1980:63) 
"oblique interlacing" (see pages 23 to 26 for technique 
definitions). The term "braiding" was chosen as preferred 
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in accordance with Deegan's (1993) sandal research. 
Rather than designating "coarse" or "fine" as do Kidder 
and Guernsey (1919:101), ends per centimeter are recorded 
on the tie system tables as in Deegan (1993). 
Twined 
This term is used (although not illustrated) by 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919:101) for Type II,b, and is also 
used here (see Figure 27, page 89, for twined sandal). 
Plainweave 
Kidder and Guernsey (1919) use the term "wickerwork" 
to describe the technique of their Type I,b (Figure 6, 
page 14) and Type II,a (Figure 7, page 15) sandals. In 
the textile field (Emery 1980:76), this technique is 
termed "plainweave" (see pages 23 to 26 for technique 
definitions). The term "plainweave" was chosen for this 
study. As the two-warp plainweave sandals differ in 
appearance from the four and five warp sandals, the number 
of warps is recorded. 
Sandal Elements 
The terms "leaf," "twisted leaf," and "yarn" are used 
for the sandal fabric elements and for the tie cordage . 
Leaf is used as it is in the literature by Kidder and 
Guernsey (1919) and others. This refers to th e use of the 
leaf itself as a construction element, either split, 
folded, or whole (as opposed to processing the leaf to 
separate the fibers; see pages 23 to 26 for definitions) 
Twisted (Spun) Leaf 
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This term was adopted to refer to those elements 
where the leaf itself was used, unprocessed, but twisted 
along its length in either Sor Z (see pages 23 to 26 for 
term definitions) direction, resulting in a round strand 
of more uniform diameter than the untwisted leaf would be . 
Twisting the leaf may cause the leaf fibers to separate 
and appear fibrous, but it can be distinguished from 
processed fiber by the presence of bits of dried fleshy 
material (parenchyma, woody material around the fiber) on 
th e fibers o f the twisted leaf. Twisted strands of leaf 
may also be plied together . 
This term is used as in the literature to refer to 
leaves processed by removal of fleshy material and 
stripped to fibers. The fibers are then twisted (spun) 
into single yarns. Two or more singles yarns may b e 
twisted into plied yarns, and two or more plied yarns may 
also be twisted together into re-plied yarns (Emery 
1980:10, see pages 23 to 26 for definitions). 
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Sandal Shape 
Designation of the toe as pointed, round, square, or 
scalloped and of the heel as flat, cupped, or puckered are 
those found in the literature and are in accordance with 
Deegan (1993). 
Tie System 
See Figure 10, page 31, for illustrations of parts of 
tie systems. 
Toe-Heel 
As used in the literature (Kidder and Guernsey 
1919:Plate 41; Cummings 1953:112). See Figure 10b for 
toe-heel tie system sandal illustration. 
Side Loop 
As used in the literature (Kidder and Guernsey 
1919:Plate 41; Cummings 1953:112). See Figure 10a for 
side loop tie system sandal illustration. 
Criss-Cross 
As used in the literature (Kidder and Guernsey 
1919:Plate 41; Cummings 1953:112). See Figure 10c for 
criss-cross tie system sandal illustration. 
Crossed Cord 
This term is used as selected by Deegan (1993). It 
refers to the entire continuous cord (see Figure 10c) used 
A. SIDE LOOP 
1. Toe loop 
2. Lacing cord 
3. Side loop 
4. Ankle/heel loop 
B . TOE-HEEL 
1. Toe loop 
2. Tie cord 
3. Ankle loop 
4. Heel loop 
C . CRISS-CROSS 
1. Crossed cord 
2 . Ankle/heel loop 
Figure 10. Parts of sandal tie systems 




with the criss-cross system that begins at the ankle, 
crosses the instep, passes through to the sole of the 
sandal between the first and second toes, returns back to 
the top of the sandal between the third and fourth toes, 
recrosses the instep, and returns to the opposite ankle. 
It is unclear what attachment the crossed cord utilizes 
under the toe on the sole of the sandal. 
Lacing Cord 
The lacing cord (see Figure 10a) is the tie piece 
used with sid e loops to interlace back and forth through 
the side loops ov e r the foot, drawing the loops up to fit 
over the inst e p. This term is used from the literature 
(Deegan 1993). 
Tie Cord 
The tie c ord (see Figure 10b) is the tie piece used 
with the toe - he e l system. It may pass through the 
ankle/heel loop or it may be continuous with the 
ankle/heel loop. From the heel it passes down the instep 
to circle through the toe loop and back to the heel to tie 
ther e to secur e th e sandal to the foot. This term is used 




The first objective of this research is to perform a 
descriptive analysis of tie systems, tie attachments, and 
tie structures as seen on 43 Pueblo III sandals from four 
Pueblo III sites in Tsegi Canyon, Arizona. The sites are 
Batwoman House, Betatakin, Nagashi Bikin, and Priestess 
Cave (see Figure 2, Map of Tsegi Canyon System, page 7). 
From these findings a tie terminology is developed that is 
consistent with textile and knot publications. Irene 
Emery's The Primary Structures of Fabrics (1980) and Cyrus 
Lawrence Day's The Art of Splicing and Knotting (1986) are 
the reference sources used. 
A major part of this objective involved the careful 
examination of sandal tie techniques, and, with the use of 
charts and diagrams, illustrating the techniques observed · 
in the sandal ties. Specialists in the clothing and 
textiles field can help clarify terminology by selecting 
and illustrating terms already present within the textile 
field to describe construction methods. Use of 
standardized terms and clear diagrams for this study, to 
be used also by future researchers (and modified to fit 
their purposes), will better allow future comparisons 
among researchers. This is an important beginning step. 
Without this kind of recorded information, a future 
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researcher is unaware of the complexity of the sandal tie 
attachments. Much time was spent on each sandal as it was 
checked and rechecked to verify that the conclusions about 
each sandal tie piece are as accurate as possible and to 
identify any remaining clues as to the original 
construction or attachment of the tie piece. It was a 
goal of this researcher to provide data that can be 
considered reliable and usable for any subsequent 
researcher of ties and cordage. 
A second objective of this study is to determine if 
the type of tie system used correlates with the sandal 
construction method. This may be cultural, or it may be a 
factor of construction strength; for example, th e loosely 
plaited (braided) sandals may not be sturdy enough to hold 
side loops . 
A third objective is to evaluate if there are 
characteristics of sandal ties that can be used as 
suggested markers for laboratory analysis by future 
researchers. This study is confined to one culture area 
and one time period to maximize detection of intracultural 
similarities and minimize extraneous differen c es. Only 
sandals that have clear provenience to those sites and 
those dated ranges were used. Future studies of sandals 
ties from other Southwestern areas and development phases 
may permit comparisons between sites and time periods . 
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The time period chosen is Pueblo III, and the region 
is the Tsegi Canyon in the Kayenta District (see Figure 1, 
Map of Kayenta Branch region, page 5). The selection of 
this region and time period is due primarily to the 
availability of the sandals for study. 
This is a small sample, and its content of sandals 
may be biased by the preferences of the original 
collector, Dr. Byron Cummings, in 1909. This is not 
intended to be a definitive work on Kayenta Anasazi sandai 
ties; the major intent is to lay a groundwork by recording 
selected information about the sandal ties from this 
sample. 
Procedures 
A sample pool of 43 sandals is on loan from the Utah 
Museum of Natural History, University of Utah, as part of 
a larger study being done on Kayenta Branch, Anasazi 
fibrous sandals by Dr. Ann C. Deegan. All were collected 
in 1909 by a University of Utah expedition led by Dr. 
Byron Cummings. Number and site of each sandal are 
listed in Appendix B. 
All sandals are from sites in Tsegi Canyon (see 
Figure 2, Map of Tsegi Canyon system, page 7), Kayenta 
Branch, occupied c. A.D . 1250-1300 (Dean 1969:196). 
Anderson (1969:3,7) gives the date range as A.D. 1240 -
1300. From the Batwoman House site there are 14 
sandals analyzed; from Betatakin, nine sandals; from 
Nagashi Bikin, 11 sandals; and from Priestess Cave, nine 
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sandals. These sandals were chosen because the sites are 
close geographically (all from sites within Tsegi Canyon, 
see Figure 2); they are clearly dated to the Pueblo III 
time period (Tsegi Phase A.D. 1250-1300); comparison with 
Kayenta sandals mentioned in the literature is possible; 
and they are available for study. 
Since this sample does not represent all possible 
sandals from these sites, conclusions are limited to 
trends and suggestions for further study. The location 
within the site is unknown (burial, midden, etc.) and 
there is uncertainty upon what basis Cummings chose to 
collect--worn, new, complex designs--or if every sandal he 
encountered was collected . 
Construction details noted are: 
1. Overall tie system (see Figure 10, page 31 for 
tie system parts) for attachment to foot: 
A. Toe-heel with possible tie cord, ankle/heel 
loops, toe loops 
B. Side-loop with lacing cord and possible toe 
loop and possible ankle/heel loops. 
C. Criss - cross with crossed cord and possible 
ankle / heel loops. 
D. Other 
2. How and where tie system parts are attached to 
sandal: 
A. Diagrams 
B. Measurements of location on sandal 
C. Knots, stitches 
D. Length of each piece 
3. Tie material construction: 
A. Direction of twist; singles, yarn, or 
re-plied yarn, and number of plies 
B. Diameter of each piece (at largest level) 
C. Tightness of twist 
Equipment used to extract this information is: 
1. A lighted 2X magnifier for viewing twist of 
fibers, and examining construction of yarns. 
2. A Nikon stereo microscope 10-63X to more 
accurately determine specific details of tie 
attachment to sandal, yarn spin dire ction, and 
number of plies. 
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3. Needlenose calipers to measure diameter of yarns. 
4. Small tools--probes, tweezers for picking up 
small fragments of sandal material, and a metal 
ruler for measurements. 
5. A set of worksheets developed from the 
exploratory study and from the literature to 
characterize and describe sandal ties (Figures 
11, 12) . 
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Exploratory Study 
An exploratory tie study was done by this researcher 
on 49 Anasazi Kayenta region fibrous sandals (non-dated 
locations) to develop terminology and a tentative research 
instrument. A pilot form (see Figure 11) was used. At 
the conclusion of the study, the findings from the pilot 
were incorporated into new, revised instruments (see 
Figures 12, 13). 
These 49 sandals were all from one canyon, Tseyi-
Hatsosi Canyon, Arizona (see Figure 1) and were on loan to 
Dr. Ann C . Deegan from the Utah Museum of Natural History, 
University of Utah. 
The exploratory study showed several general findings 
of interest to this research. The overall tie systems 
revealed either toe - heel or side loop systems as indicated 
in the literature. Methods of tie attachment to the 
sandal do not appear in the literature. The exploratory 
study showed three common methods of tie attachment: 
(1) running stitches connecting each loop through the 
sandal body; (2) a cut end secured with a knot on the 
underside of the sandal body; and (3) a flush cut end 
which appeared to be held in place by the tightness of the 
weave. Flush cuts may have originally had a running 
stitch or knot on the underside before wearin g through. 
The stitch would have been inserted through the sandal 
body possibly by a hole punched with an awl (see pages 23 
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SANDAL TIE WORKSHEET fl 
SANDAL It: NAME: DATE: __ \ __ \ __ 
NONE: SOME TIE: 









OTHER TIE DATA: 
Figure 11. Sandal tie worksheet 1 







Sandal f ______ _ 
Date ________ _ 
Sandal Tie Worksheet f2 
Sandal Repository ---K & G PJ Type _____ Other ___ _ 
Body Fabric Construction ________ _ 
Tie present __ No tie __ 
1. Overall system: Edge-loop __ Toe-heel __ Criss-cross 
Other 
2. Tie parts description (from "Terms" list) 
Toe-loop __________________________ _ 
Heel-loop ________________________ _ 
Ankle-loop _________________________ _ 
Tiecord __________________________ _ 
Edge loop __________________________ _ 
Lacingcord _________________________ _ 
Other ----------------------------Mending __________________________ _ 
J. Tie parts visible 
Top Sole Twist--T,M,or L 
Running stitch /Sngl/Plied/Cord/ --Yarn Leaf Knot I I I I 
Length Diam Flush, even I I I I 
Intact_ Broken Hole uneven I I I I 
Color Other I I I I 
Running stitch __ /Sngl/Plied/Cord/ 
Yarn Leaf Knot I I I I 
Length_ Diam Flush, even I L I L 
Intact_ Broken~le uneven I L I L 
Color Other I L L I 
Running stitch /Sngl/Plied/Cord/ --Yarn Leaf Knot I I L I 
Length Diam Flush, even L I L I 
Intact Broken Hole uneven I L I I 
Color Other I I L I 
Running stitch /Sngl/Plied/Cord/ --Yarn Leaf Knot I I I I 
Length __ Diam Flush, even I I I I 
Intact Broken Hole uneven I I I I -Color Other 
Running stitch /Sngl/Plied/Cord/ --Yarn Leaf Knot 
Length __ Diam Flush, even -- I I I L 
Intact Broken Hole uneven -
Color Other 
Figure 12. Sandal tie worksheet 2 
Figure 13. Sandal diagram 
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Sandal diagram aJde: 
/ 
C/ Tie exits sandal 
® Flush with surfa~ 
• Hole 
r!5- Short, broken ends 
~ Running stitch 
,-;, 
Running stitch on I, I 












to 26 for definitions). As the exploratory sandals were 
not dated, it was not known if the dated Pueblo III 
sandals would also use these methods. 
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The exploratory study also showed the use of both 
leaves and yarn in construction, as well as different 
twist sequences, a variety of colors, different diameters 
of yarns, and different lengths of loops, so spaces for 
this information were included in the worksheets. 
Terms were developed to describe the attachment and 
construction found in the exploratory sandals and were 
incorporated into the worksheets that were used to record 
the data while doing analysis with the Pueblo III sandal 
sample pool (Figures 12, 13). Sketches were made and a 
tentative term assigned to the frequent techniques found 
from the exploratory sample pool. 
In addition to knots on the sandal sole used for 
holding the loops in place, knots were used in connecting · 
the ties or tie parts on the sandal top. Frequently, this 
appeared to be mending. These knots were identified 
according to Day (1986) The Art of Splicing and Knotting. 
Some knots used in the exploratory sandals were not found 
in the Pueblo III sandals, such as blood and granny knots, 
listed on the sandal diagram code in Figure 13. Knots 




HALF HITCH, OR HITCH 
SQUARE KNOT 
Figure 14 . Knots used in Pueblo III sandals 
Analysis Procedure 
1. Raw Data: Tie data collected using a worksheet 
(research instrument) developed from the 





a. Research instrument data analyzed along with 
additional sandal data gathered by others to 
correlate various features (e.g., do all 
side loop overall systems systems also have 
toe loops?). 
b . Tabulate numbers of ties of each overall 
type found, attachment methods, and any new 
construction types. 
3. Results: 
a. Terminology: define, illustrate, and show 
differences between literature and selected 
tie terminology with explanation why each is 
suggested. 
b. Comparison of tie system to sandal fabric 
construction. 
c. Note characteristics that may mark spatial 
change (e.g., length of loops, single or 
double toe loops, overlapping or adjacent 
edge loops, running stitches, tie twist). 
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Assumptions 
To serve as a guide for consistency in identification 
and recording, some assumptions were formulated at the 
beginning, based on the pilot study and literature, and 
added to or adjusted as needed as the research progressed. 
1. If the toe loop is intact, then the tie system is 
not criss cross. If there is only a hole remaining where 
the tie piece would have been or only broken fragments 
(tufts) in the holes, and there are two holes, it is 
either toe-heel or criss-cross. If multiple toe holes are 
present, criss-cross system is excluded and toe-heel 
system is assumed . The number of holes or tufts at the 
toe is referred to as the "hole pattern." The hole 
pattern is indicated by recording the number of holes (or 
tufts) in the left region of the toe followed by a hyphen, 
then the number of holes (or tufts) in the right region of 
the toe section, thus this hole pattern would be 1-1. 
If an intact toe loop is present, and there is no evidence 
of side loops, the sandal will be classed as toe-heel. 
2. If a toe loop is present, but there is also 
evidence of side loops, the sandal will be classed as side 
loop. The presence of, or lack of, toe loops does not 
. s , . ~ ·l:: exclude side loops (Ann C. 
1991) . 
Deegan, personal communication 
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3. If the loop segments were clearly connected once, 
they will be considered "intact." 
4 . If a tie piece is tied together (possible 
repair), it will be considered "intact." 
5. If several running stitches separate a loop and a 
broken end, only the broken end will be counted as a "hole 
or tuft . " The intervening running stitches will not be 
counted as loops or holes. The number of running stitches 
present to lock the loop in place will be entered in the 
"running stitches" column . 
6 . If there is a clear separation between forward 
side loops and an ankle/heel position loop, the rear loops 
will be termed "ankle/heel" loops. If there is no 
separation, or if loops are continuous, all will be termed 
"side" loops. If the tie pieces are continuous, but there 
is a clear separation of space between side location and 
heel locations, the heel locations will be recorded as 
ankle/heel loops. 
7 . On the intact or whole, two-warp plainweave strip 
sandals (see pages 69-70), the end with the large knot 
(with or without wrapping around knot) will be termed 
"toe." The end with two or three small knots of the warps 
will be termed "heel." On these whole sandals, the loop 
termed "through weft" (see page 64) appears at the "heel" 
and the loop style described as "around weft" (see page 
64) appears at the "toe." In conformity to this placement 
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on the whole sandals, if a two-warp sandal fragment 
contains a "through weft" loop, it will be termed "heel." 
If the fragment contains an "around weft" loop, it will be 
termed "toe . " 
8. If the leaf warps on braided sandals are split or 
bent away from each other so as to appear as if a tie 
piece passed through at one time, it will be assumed that 
a tie piece did pass through, and will be called a hole. 
9. An intact loop starts and ends at the sandal 
body. If a part of this segment continues on to become an 
ankle/heel or lacing cord, or if it is hanging free or 
knotted, that segment will not be counted as a separate 
loop or tuft . Only if it is part of a loop or appears to 
have been part of a loop and has broken off will it be 
counted as a loop or tuft. 
10. Length measurements are sandal body proper, not 
including fringe or padding. 
11. The splice technique involves one segment being 
twisted back on itself after encircling another segment at 
an attachment location, or two separate segments being 
twisted together to appear as one solid piece. The 
separate segments being spliced are often fragments, and 
the lengths of the spliced sections vary. If the bulk of 
the area where the segments are twisted together is one 
half inch or less, the structure of that section will not 
be considered an additional yarn structure. If the bulk 
of the area where the segments are twisted together is 
more than one half inch, that area will be recorded as a 
separate yarn structure. 
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12. The two-warp plainweave specimens differ in 
appearance from the four- and five-warp plainweave 
sandals. It may be that they are sandals. It may also be 
that they are items rapidly constructed in the same manner 
as sandals, but used for other purposes. As there is no 
way at present to determine the accuracy of either 
placement, it will be assumed for the purpose of this 
research that they are sandals. However, as it is 
possible that they are not sandals, information for these 
specimens will be recorded separately from the other 
plainweave sandals, identifying them as the "two-warp'' 
plainweave sandals. 
RESULTS 
Terms Developed from This Study for Use 
in Sandal Tie Research 
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There was no reference in the literature to the 
different types of toe, ankle/heel, or side loops, and 
loop attachment methods. The overall tie systems were 
identified, but not the style of loop or how it was 
attached to the sandal. It was necessary to examine each 
sandal carefully and thoroughly, tracing the pathway of 
the tie piece, and with each sandal determine if the 
attachment technique seen and the arrangement of loops 
were new method s or variations on those previously noted. 
To illustrate the complexity of this task, a completed 
sandal diagram (reduced in size) is reproduced in Figure 
15, page 50. The following descriptions of loop types and 
attachment methods, and the terms coined to label them, 
are original contributions of this research. It is hoped 
that future sandal researchers will examine their 
specimens for these techniques and record the information 
using these terms. 
Numerous methods were observed that were used in the 
construction of the sandal ties and in their attachment to 
the sandals. These methods of tie construction and 
attachment are grouped, and descriptive terms are coined 
to describe each method. The terms and descriptions 
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. ure 15. Fig 
are grouped under overall toe loop, ankle/heel loop, and 
side loop categories. Where the attachment techniques 
used for toe, side, and heel loops are similar, they are 
given the same term . However, the description of the 
technique is repeated under the appropriate section. 
Plainweave Strip 
This term was coined to describe the differing 
appearance of two-warp plainweave specimens. They are 
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constructed of leaf wefts, using one-by-one plainweave 
technique over what appears to be two warps made of 
sticks. It is actually one warp bent in a U-shape at one 
end and tied together at th e other end with squar e knots . 
This warp may be composed of one, two, or three elements, 
and may be seen tied separately in two or three knots or 
as a group with on e large knot. These specimens are very 
narrow, narrower than a f o ot. The six specimens in this 
collection range from 4 . 5 to 6 cm in width, as compared to 
7.5 to 10 cm in width for the four and five-warp 
specimens. The lengths for both types are similar and 
range from 23 to 28 cm for the six whole specimens of both 
types. As the two-warp plainweave sandals differ in 
appearance from the four and five warp sandals, the number 
of warps is recorded. 
The two-warp plainweave strip specimens may be 
sandals, or they may not b e . It may be that they are 
items constructed in th e same manner as sandals, but used 
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for other purposes. Assumption 12 states that as there is 
no way to ascertain their function, for this research it 
will be assumed that they are sandals. 
Toe Loops 
The toe loop position of sandals in this study with 
either intact toe loops or attachment remnants was 
generally in the center of the sandal toe area, set back 
from the front toe edge of the sandal body by 2.5 cm to 
4.5 cm. In this position, a large single loop could 
encircle the second and third toes. The double adjacent 
or double overlapping loops would be in a position for a 
loop to be placed around each of the second and third 
toes. A toe loop placed closer to the edge on a side loop 
system sandal could be a toe loop or a continuation of the 
side loops. 
Number 
Intact. Designates a whole loop, unbroken. 
segments are tied together to form the loop, it is 
If two 
recorded as intact. If it was clearly connected once, it 
is recorded as intact. 
Holes or tufts. Because of the variety of attachment 
methods, it is difficult to deduce from broken tufts or 
holes how the loops were originally arranged. Rather than 
attempt to identify the original arrangement, number and 
pattern of holes or tufts are recorded. This is referred 
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to as the "hol e pattern." The hole pattern is indicated 
by recording the number of holes (or tufts, or broken ends 
of cordage) in the left region of the toe followed by a 
hyphen, then the number of holes (or tufts, or broken ends 
of cordage) in th e right region of the toe section. 
Toe Loop Types 
Single toe loop. A toe loop type could be a single 
loop, either intact or tied (Figures 16a, 16b). In this 
case a "1" would be recorded in the "intact" column and 
nothing entered for "holes or tufts" or "type." 
Overlapping toe loops. Th e tie enters the sandal, 
takes a stitch back along the sole before passing back up 
through the sandal to the surface, forming two loops 
overlapping in th e center (Figures 16e, 16g) . 
Adjacent toe loops. The tie enters the sandal, takes 
a stitch forward along the sole before passing back up 
through the sandal to the surface. Loops do not overlap 
(Figure 16f). This style may also use two separate loop 
segments with n o stitch between but with each segment 
fastened on the sole with an overhand knot (Figure 16h) 
Parallel toe loops. Multiple toe loops (Figure 16d) 
are placed parallel to each other . Each loop may be a 
separate piece, fastened individually on the s o le with 
overhand knots. Loops may also be joined, with co nn e cting 
running stitch e s formed on the sole. 
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TOP VIEWS: Toe end at top, heel end at bottom. 
I\ X --""-
a. Sin~le loop, 
intact 
b. Single loop, 
tied over toe 
c. Single loop, two 
running stitches 
d. Multiple loops, 
parallel 
e. Multiple loops, 
overlapping 
f. Multiple loops, 
adjacent 
SIDE VIEWS: Cross section, top of sandal at to ,p, sole of sandal at 
bottom. 
g. Overlapping 
j. Back stitch 





h. Sole knot 
1\3:J,1  
k. Back stitch 
formed on sole 
i. Running stitch 
SOLE VIEW: 
1. Half hitch 
Figure 16. Toe loop types and attachment methods 
Toe Loop Attachment 
Sole knot. This term describes a tie piece passing 
through a hole or slit from the top of the sandal to the 
sole and held in place by an overhand knot flush against 
the sole surface (Figure 16h). 
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Running stitch. In this technique, the tie piece 
goes down through the sandal, runs under the sole for 
about 1 cm, then passes back up through the sandal to the 
top surface (Figure 16i). The running stitch may also be 
used as two running stitches in sequence to anchor one or 
both ends of the loop (Figure 16c). 
Back stitch. This is similar to the "overlapping" 
type of running stitch, but with the stitch back along the 
sole going the full length of the previous stitch so that 
a second stitch is formed over the top of the first one on 
one surface, either top or sole (Figures 16j, 16k). 
Other toe loop attachment. A tie end is tucked under 
a running stitch to anchor the tie piece on the sole 
(Figure 161). This fastening may have originally been a 
half hitch (see Figure 14, page 43 for knots). 
Side Loops 
Side Loop Types 
Overlapping side loops. This term, already applied 
to a style of toe loop, is also used for side loops of 
much the same construction with the difference that 
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instead of being limited to two loops at the toe end, 
there may be several loops running along each side (Figure 
17a). The tie piece enters the sandal, takes a stitch 
back along the sandal to the surface, forming an overlap 
between each loop (Figure 17j). Some loops may overlap 
each other in the same direction (inside of previous loop 
or outside of previous loop) all around the sandal, while 
others may be a mirror image from side to side (Figures 
17b, 17c). Loops may also reverse inside of/outside of 
previous loop direction from one loop to the next. 
Adjacent side loops. The term "adjacent" applied to 
toe loops is also used for side loops. The tie piece 
enters the sandal and takes a stitch forward along the 
sole before passing back up through the sandal to the 
surface (Figure 17d). Loops do not overlap, and they may 
be fastened separately on the sole with overhand knots 
(Figure 17k) or they may be continuous (Figure 171). 
Parallel side loops. As with parallel toe loops, 
parallel side loops (Figure 17e) refers to side loops 
placed side by side (parallel), or nearly parallel. This 
use may be mending, rather than original construction, as 
it is infrequent and combined with other types. 
Side Loop Attachments 
Overedge. With this technique, the tie piece goes 
around the edge of the sandal to the sole where it passes 





b. Overlapping, c. Overlapping, 
continuous mirror image .;' i 
f. Overedge g. Half knot 
d. Adjacent 
h. Two running 
stitches 
SIDE VIEWS: Cross section, top of sandal at 
top, sole of sandal at bottom. 





I \ I 
I I I ' t \ t r' 1 
j. Overlapping k. Sole knot 
\~ 7f1 , ':::..I___ \ 7 ~ 1. Running stitches 
m. Back stitch formed on top SOLE VIEW: 
~ ~ -;{ 
\ 
\ r 1/ 
\ I /I 
'--::::? 
n. Back s titch formed on sole o. Half hitch 
Figure 17. Side loop types and attachment methods 
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up through a hole or slit in the sandal to the top. From 
there it passes under the previous loop section as it 
proceeds to the next loop (Figure 17f). As "overedge" is 
both a type and an attachment method, if "overedge" 
attachment is determined, there will be no separate 
determination of "type." 
Sole knot. This term used for toe loop attachments 
is also used with side loops. The tie piece passes 
through a hole or slit from the top of the sandal to the 
sole and is held in place by an overhand knot flush 
against the sole surface (Figure 17k). 
Half knot. A half knot is formed around a warp 
section (if a braided sandal) or a weft section (if a 
twined sandal) at the edge of the sandal. The tie piece 
circles the warp, then goes over and under, and through 
the loop, forming a half knot before going on to form the 
next loop (Figure 17g). 
Splice. The tie loops around a warp, twists back on 
itself, and the ends are gradually twisted back into the 
tie segment so that it appears continuous with no ends 
evident. This whole, solid-appearing piece then goes on 
to the next loop (Figure 17i). This technique may have 
served as mending when used with the side loops as it is 
used concurrent with other attachment methods . 
Running stitch. This technique is the same as the 
running stitch toe loop attachment, but is placed close to 
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the side edge of the sandal and involves a greater number 
of loops. The tie piece goes down through the sandal, 
runs under the sole for about 1 cm, then passes back up 
through the sandal to the top surface (Figure 171). The 
running stitch is used frequently and is often combined 
with other methods. The running stitch may also be used 
with two running stitches in succession for anchoring tie 
ends (Figure 17h). 
Back stitch. The same technique previously indicated 
for toe loops is also used with side loops. It is similar 
to the overlapping type of running stitch but with the 
stitch back along the sole going the full length of the 
previous stitch so that a second stitch is formed over the 
top of the first one, on one surface, either top or sole 
(Figures 17m, 17n). It may serve a mending purpose as it 
is used concurrently with other types . 
Half hitch. A tie end is tucked under a running 
stitch to anchor the tie piece on the sole (Figure 170) 
This fastening may have originally been a half hitch (see 
Figure 14, page 43 for knots). 
Ankle/Heel Loops 
With most tie systems fragmentary, and without the 
sandal in place on a foot, it is impossible to determine 
if a segment would have been a heel loop or an ankle loop. 
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Therefore, these two parts are combined and referred to as 
ankle/heel loops. 
Ankle/Heel Loop Types 
Ankle/heel loops were not definable types in the same 
manner as toe and side loops. The manner in which 
ankle/heel loops varied was in location of attachment, 
quantity, and structure of the tie pieces. Ankle/heel 
loops appeared as a single horizontal loop (Figure 18a); 
as double (Figure 18b), or double intertwined horizontal 
loops (Figure 18c) at the back of the heel, and as two 
vertical loops (Figure 18d) at the side of the heel. 
Ankle/Heel Loop Attachments 
Overedge. It is uncertain if these were overedge in 
the same manner as the overedge side loops, as some had 
only segments of tie remaining. The part remaining was 
"overedge" in that it went through a single hole and over 
the edge of the sandal (Figure 18g). Because the rest of 
the tie piece was often missing, it is uncertain if the 
tie piece originally crossed under the previous loop and 
then on to the next loop (as it would with side loops). 
Sole knot. As with toe and side loops using the sole 
knot for anchoring, the tie piece runs through a hole in 
the sandal from the top to the sole and is held in place 
there by an overhand knot flush against the surface of the 
sandal (Figure 18k). 
TOP VIEWS: Toe end at top, heel end at bottom. 
a. Single, 
horizontal loop 
e . Splice 
b. Double, 
horizontal loop 
f. Two running 
stitches 





d. Two vertical 
loops 
h. Half knot 
j. Running stitch, end fragments 




k. Sole knot 1. Runnin g s titch es 
Figure 18. Ankle/heel loop types and attachm e nt methods 
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Half knot. The tie piece circles an edge warp (on 
braided sandals), then goes over, then under, and through 
the loop, forming a half knot (Figure 18h). With 
ankle/heel loops the free end after forming that half knot 
is simply left hanging. In the side loop attachment using 
this method, the free end went on to form the next loop. 
Running stitch. This most common method of 
attachment, also used for toe loops and side loops, is 
often combined with the other methods. The tie piece goes 
down through the sandal, runs along the sole surface for 
about 1 cm, then passes back up through the sandal to the 
top surface (Figure 181). Two running stitches in 
sequence may also be used for anchoring one or both ends 
of the ankle/heel loop (Figure 18f). 
Extension of warps. With twined and plainweave 
sandal constructions, the sandal warps may extend past the 
heel edge of the sandal to form ankle/heel loops (Figure 
18i). A single warp may form a single tie piece, or two 
or more warps may twist together at the heel to form the 
tie piece. 
Running stitch, end fragments. This is a single 
running stitch at one or both sides of the heel with a 
short tie fragment remaining at each end (Figure 18j). 
The rest of the tie piece is missing, so the function of 
the original structure is uncertain. 
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Splice. The splice technique (Figure 18e) involves 
the tie piece looping around a warp (if a braided sandal) 
or a weft (if a twined sandal), twisting back on itself 
with the ends gradually twisted into the tie segment so it 
appears continuous with no ends evident. 
Plainweave Strip Loop Types 
The term "plainweave strip" described previously is 
used to identify the narrow (4.5 to 6 cm) two-warp 
plainweave specimens. Those that are complete enough to 
include an end have a tied loop of leaf about 6 cm from 
the end. On some sandals the loops fit snugly against the 
s andal; on others the loops are upright, standing out away 
from the sandal about 5 cm. Hence the designation "flat" 
o r "upright" loops. 
Upright Loops 
The loop encircles the sandal. On the upper surface 
the loop stands out away from the sandal, leaving about 5 
cm space between the sandal top surface and the loop, 
possibly space for the foot. 
Flat Loops 
The loop encircles the sandal, but lies flat against 
the surface of the sandal. Kidder and Guerns e y's (1919) 
illustration of plainweave sandals (Figur e 6, p a ge 14) 
show s tie pieces attached to similar - looking flat loops. 
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With both flat or upright loops, the loop at one end 
encircles the sandal completely and ties at the sandal top 
or side (Figure 19a). The loop at the other end, on one 
surface only, encircles the warps but then passes up 
between the wefts in the center, becoming visible on the 
opposite (sandal top?) surface (Figure 19b). For this 
study, the terms coined for these two conditions are 
"around weft" and "through weft," respectively . In both 
loop types, where the ends are visible, they are tied 
together with a square knot . The whole specimens have one 
loop of each type. If the sandal end with the multiple 
square knots is considered the heel, and the wrapped end 
is the toe, then the through weft loop is located at the 
heel on the whole sandals. Accordingly, Assumption 7 
(page 46) states that the through weft loop location is 
the "heel" portion on specimens that are only fragments. 
Top 
Sole 




Through weft (cross section) 
b 
Figure 19. Two-warp plainweave strip loops 
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Around Weft 
"Around weft" indicates that the tie piece encircles 
around the perimeter of the specimen without passing up 
and through the wefts in the center (Figure 19a). 
Through Weft 
"Through weft" indicates that the encircling loop 
(flat or upright) goes around the edge of the specimen but 
then on one surface (uncertain if top or sole) passes 
through to the other side above the wefts (Figure 19b) 
Overall Tie Cordage 
Split Warp 
Some segments pierce a warp to attach to the sandal, 
while others go around a warp without causing a split. 
"Split warp" indicates a hole pierced in the warp from the 
tie piece. A pierced warp may indicate that the tie was 
attached after the sandal construction was completed. 
Around Warp 
This designation indicates no hole was pierced 
through a warp, with the tie piece going "around" or 
between the warp segments. The tie cordage itself may be 
missing but the pinch or buckle from the tie pushing 
against the warp edge may still be seen. Sandals may 
exhibit cordage attachments with some tie pieces splitting 
the warp and some going around. 
General Summary of Overall 
Tie System Types 
Forty-three sandals and fragments were analyzed. 
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Nine sandals have identifiable toe-heel tie systems, one 
sandal has an identifiable criss-cross tie system, and 15 
sandals have identifiable side loop tie systems. 
Six sandals have the 1-1 hole or tuft pattern that, 
in accordance with Assumption 1, makes them either criss-
cross or toe-heel system. These six sandals are recorded 
as "toe-heel/criss-cross" and are listed on both tie 
system charts. Five sandals have the two-warp plainweave 
strip construction. These specimens are assumed to be 
sandals for this study (Assumption 12, page 48). If they 
are sandals, their arrangement of loops is a toe-heel tie 
system. They are listed on the toe-heel tie system chart 
as "two-warp plainweave strip'' and are included with the 
other toe-heel tie system sandals in the comparison 
charts. Five sandals (three fine braided, one twined, one 
four-warp plainweave) have tie fragments but these are too 
incomplete for identification. These are classified as 
unidentifiable; however, for the section on comparison of 
sandal fabric construction with tie system, three of these 
sandals (two fine braided, one four-warp plainweave) are 
placed in a likely classification in order to include them 
in the analysis. Two specimens (one fine braided, 
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one two-warp plainweave) have no tie information, neither 
tie fragments nor holes. For specific features of a 
particular specimen, refer to the tie system charts, 
cordage use charts, and charts of loop types on the 
following pages. 
Toe-Heel Sandal Tie System 
Nine sandals are clearly toe-heel system (see Table 
1, page 68). Six more are classed as either toe-heel or 
criss-cross, due to having the 1 - 1 hole pattern (see 
Assumption 1, page 45). An additional five sandals are 
two-warp plainweave strip construction, with flat or 
upright loops at each end of the specimen (possibly toe 
and ankle locations). If these are sandals (Assumption 
12, page 48), then this arrangement of loops is a toe-heel 
system. This totals 20 sandals having possible toe-heel 
tie systems. Figure 20, page 69, illustrates a toe-heel 
system sandal. Two-warp plainweave strip sandals are 
shown in Figures 21 and 22 on pages 69 and 70. All sandal 
illustrations have the heel at the left edge of the photo. 
Toe - Heel Tie System Yarn/Leaf Usage 
Twelve toe - heel tie system sandals have sufficient 
loop remnants to identify tie cordage content. Tabl es 2 
and 3 identify the sandals with their yarn/leaf useage for 
toe loops and ankle/heel loops. One sandal (BC/2501/PC) 
has an intact tie cord of S-2Z yarn (Figure 20). 
Table 1. Toe-heel Tie System Sandals 
SANDAL SIZE SANDAL SANDAL SANDAL SKA PE• • TOE LOOPS•• ANKLE/HEEL LOOPS 
NUMBER~ CM• CONSTRUCTION 
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BH 2867. l W 19 . 2 X 2 
BT 284 7 r 
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PC 24 99 W 20 X 2 
PC 2501 w 2l X l 
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F=Fragment (1/4 or 
more missing) 
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"8" Missing indicates that the part of the sandal that the piece would have 
been attached to is missing from the sandal. If the sandal part is present 
but none of the loops are intact, or if there is no tie cord (or other part 
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Figure 21 . 
Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with permission of and 
from the collections of the Utah Museum of Natural 
History, University of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
History No . 2501) . 
Toe-heel tie system sandal 
Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with permission of and 
from the col l ections of the Utah Muse um of Natural 
Hi story. Univer s ity of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
Hist ory No . 1135.l). 
Two-warp plainweave, flat loops 
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Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with permission of and 
from the collections of the Utah Museum of Natural 
History, University of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
History No . 1169). 
Figure 22. Two-warp plainweave, upright loops 
Table 2. Cordage Use, Toe-heel Tie System Toe Loops 
TOE-HEEL SYSTEM TOE LOOPS 
Sandal Number Loop Type or Hole Tie Piece or 
Pattern Remnant Content 
•BF/1170.l/BH•• 2-3 Leaf 
BF/2867.l/BH 4-3 Leaf 
BF/2583/PC 2-3 Leaf 
BF/2575/NB Single loop S-leaf 
BF/2587/NB Single loop tied over S-leaf 
toe with square knot 
BC/2501/PC Parallel (4) S-22 yarn 
TW/2845/BH 3-2 ? yarn 
P2/1135 .1/BH Around weft, flat Leaf 
P2/1169/BH Around weft, upright Leaf 
•sandal fabric ••site 
BF=Braided, fine BH=Batwoman House 
BC=Braided, coarse BT=Betatakin 
P2=Plainweave, 2 warps NB=Nagashi Bikin 
TW-Twined PC=Priestess Cave 
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Table 3. Cordage Use, Toe-heel Tie System Ankle/Heel 
Loops 
TOE-HEEL SYSTEM ANKLE/HEEL LOOPS 
Sandal Number Loop Type or Hole Pattern Tie Piece or 
Remnant Content 
*BF/2867 .1/BH** 2-2 Leaf 
BF/1170 . 1/BH 2-0 Leaf 
2-0 S-2Z yarn 
BF/2583/PC 0-2 Leaf 
BF/2575/NB Single horizontal S - leaf 
BC/2501/PC Continuous with tie cord S-2Z yarn 
TW/2845.1/BH Single horizontal Z-2S-2Z yarn 
P2/1300/BT Through weft, fragment Leaf 
P2/1135.l/BH Through weft, fragment Leaf 
P2/1169/BH Through weft, upright Leaf 
P2/2805 . l/BH Through weft, upright Leaf 
P2/5058.l/BH Through weft, fragment Leaf 
•sandal fabric ••site 
BF=Braided, fine BH=Batwoman Hous e 
BC=Braided, coarse BT=Betatakin 
P2=Plainweave, 2 warps NB=Nagashi Bikin 
TW=Twined PC=Priestess Cave 
Side Loop Sandal Tie System 
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Fifteen sandals (Table 4, page 72) have identifiable 
side loop tie systems. 
side loop syste m sandal. 
Figure 23, page 73, illustrates a 
Side Loop Tie System Yarn/Leaf Usag e 
Thirteen side loop tie syste m sandals have intact 
side loops or side loop tie remnants to identify tie 
fabric content. Tables 5, 6, and 7 identify t h e sandals 
with their yarn/leaf usag e for side l oops , ankle/heel 
loops, and lacing cords. One side l oop system sandal 
(BC/2566/NB) has a sing l e toe (?) loop of S-2Z yarn . 
Table 4. Side Loop Tie System Sandals 
S,V.,OA.t. Sll.C S AJ-lOA.L S/vlOAL £AJ"OA.L SHAPE • • TO£ UX>PS• • SIDE LOOPS•• 
f'NMOEA. cw C'Qp,iSTRUCT I ON ELEM ENT S•• TOE IHHL NUMBER TYPE NUMBER TYPE ArTAC'HME,.,,. 
T p p L S/Z S/Z L/ J r J I C . I COAD · 0 A p 0 s H s • L L E T TWIST 0 L L 0 0 L 0 ACE 0 A V 0 p u . . w '""" C A 0 J 0 " • ' . I 0 " ' J . • L L N w w I T 0 0 0 • 0 0 A ' E r I V s p L T T p L • ' C s s T A s • A 5 L 0 • ' E T PEA T C s C E G 0 H I 
CM w T T T p T L • T 0 T 
A C I T C 
H H 
G 
L • L • L • L . 
SH 1 1'8 . l w H . l ' ) 
, l ' ' Sl. , L , ' ZL 
BH 2101 w H . , X , ., • C ◄ 0 X X 
SH JIOJ I w B . S X l ◄ ' ' ' SL , tl. ' X X 
BT 121) w ll . S ' ' ◄ l X X ' X X 
BT 2100 X 1,1 0 0 l l 
BT l l O W H.l X ,., • C ◄ l , ) L . SI.. X ' X X 
HB B" w n . , ' l . ◄ 
., ·l· X ) ) 0 0 ' ' X .. H'9 X ,., 0 0 l 0 0 ' ' .. J!.1) w ,, t -a Sc l ' ◄ ' X X 
HB HH w n . s s.' Z·lS· P< ., ) ) l , " X X X X 
" 
HB lHl w 2) X , ., ., ' 0 ◄ ◄ ' SI., ZL ' ' X X PC M l H l X ,., 0 ' ) ' SL 
PC llS• X ) , ) • C ◄ 0 • ' " X X X 
PC B i l X , ., ) ) L , SL ' ' 
PC HU ' ,., 0 ◄ ' ' 
'K e y •Key ••Key ••• Key 
BH• Batwom a n House w-Whole, length 8•Missing C•Cupped 
BT- Betat a kin in cm X•Present F•Flat 
NB•Nagashi Bikin F •Fragment ( l / 4 or L•Leaf P•Puckered 
PC-Pr i estess Cave mor e missing ) SL•S twisted leaf Pt•Pointed 
ZL•Z twisted leaf R•Round 
Y•y arn Sc-Scalloped 
M•Multiple S•Square 
U•U pright 
"8 " Missing in dicates that the part of the sandal that the piece would have 
been attached to is missing from the sandal. If the sa nd al part is present 
but none of the loops are intact, or i f there is no tie cord (or other part 
being r ecorded) , a "0" is rec o rded . 
AJ,IICLE/Ht:El. L.OOPS • • SI 
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0 0 0 ' l SL 
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B•Both s and A 
Figure 23. 
Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with penuission of and 
from the collections of the Utah Museum of Natural 
History, University of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
History No . 2566). 
Side loop tie system sandal 
Criss-Cross Sandal Tie System 
Seven sandals are possible criss-cross system (see 
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Table 8, page 76). One sandal (Figure 24, page 77) has an 
identifiable criss-cross system with the crossed-cord 
intact. Six more sandals are either criss-cross or toe-
heel (Figure 25, page 77) in that they have two empty 
holes or tufts at the toe end (the 1-1 hole pattern), 
which could have held either a toe loop or a crossed cord 
(see Assumption 1, page 45). 
Criss-Cross Tie System 
Yarn/Leaf Usage 
Crossed cord. The only identifiable criss-cross 
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Tabl e 5. Cordage Use, Side - loop Ti e System Side Lo ops 
SIDE LOOP SYSTEM SIDE LOOPS 
Sandal Number/ Loop Type(G) Tie Piece(s) or 
Wear* Remnant Content 
**BF/1168.1/BH•*• Overlapping Leaf 
Wear: medium S-leaf 
Mending : none Z - leaf 
BF/2801/BH Overedge S-2Z yarn 
Wear: none S ~4Z yarn 
Mending: none 
BF/2803.1/BH Parallel (2) Both leaf 
Wear: medium Overedge Leaf 
Mending: none Overlapping S-leaf and leaf 
Adjacent Leaf and Z-leaf 
BF/2841/BT Parallel (2) Leaf, S-leaf 
Wear: high Overlapping s - leaf 
Mending: frequent Adjacent S-leaf 
BF/2593/NB Adjacent Leaf, S - 2Z leaf 
Wear: high Overlapping Z- leaf , S-2Z leaf 
Mending: frequent Overedge Z-leaf 
BF/2254/PC Overlapping S-leaf 
Wear: high Parallel (2) S-leaf, Z-2S lea f 
Mending : moderate 
BF/2582/PC Overedge Leaf 
Wear: high 
Mending: none 
BF/2586/PC Overlapping S - 2Z yarn 
Wear: medium 
Mending: none 
BF/AR1943/PC Overedge S - leaf 
Wear : high 
Mending: none 
BC/2566/NB Overedge S - 2Z yarn 
Wear: none Ove redge, spliced S - 2Z-2S yarn 
Mending: none 
P4/1273/BT Overlapping Leaf 
Wear: high Adjacent Leaf, Z-3S leaf, 
Mending: some Z- 2S yarn, S-2Z yarn 
Parallel (2) Leaf, Z-2S leaf 
Unclear Z-leaf 
PS/2576/NB Uncertain Leaf 
Wear: high Overedge s-leaf, Z-leaf 
Mending : frequen t Overedge splice Z-2S-2Z yarn 
Overlapping S-2Z yarn 
TW/2573/NB Adjacent Z-2S-2 Z yarn, S - 2Z 
Wear : low Overlapping yarn 
Mending: none 0-2S-2Z yarn 
•wear or mending stit c h evidence from sandal body, not t ie . 
• •sandal fabric ·••site 
BF=Braided, fine BH=Batw o man Ho u se 
BC-Braided, coar se BT=Betatakin 
P4=Plainweav e , 4 wa rp s NB=Naga s hi Bikin 
PS=Plainw e av e, 5 warps PC=Pri estess Cave 
TW=Twined 
Table 6. Cordage Use, Side-loop Tie System Ankle/Heel 
Loops 
SIDE LOOP SYSTEM ANICLE/HEEL LOOPS 
Sandal NWllber Loop~ or Hole Tie Piece or 
:Pattern Remnant .Content 
•BF/2803 .1/BH .. 2-2 Leaf 
BF/2841/BT 1-2 S-leaf 
BF/2593/NB Single horizontal, 
square ·knot tie s-leaf 
BF/AA19O/PC 2-2 S-leaf 
BF/2254/PC 2-1 S-leaf 
BF/2582/PC 1-0 Leaf 
BF/2586/PC 0-1 S-2Z yarn 
BC/2566/NB Single horizontal Z-4S-2Z yarn 
PC/1273/BT 0-2 Z-leaf 
Leaf 
PS/2576/NB Warp extensions S-2Z yarn 
TW/2571/NB Double horizontal, 
pre-splicing Z-2S-3S-2Z yarn 
after splicing Z-2S-3S-2Z-2S yarn 
•sandal fabric ••site 
BF-Braided, fine BH•Batwoma.n House 
BC•Braided, coarse BT•Betatalcin 
P4•Plainweave , 4 warps NB•Nagashi Bilcin 
PS•Plain..,.,ave, 5 warps PC•Priesceas eaVe 
TW•Twined 
Table 7. Cordage Use, Side-loop Tie System Lacing Cords 
SIDE LOOP SYSTEM LACING CORDS 
Sandal NWllber Description Lacing Cord or 
Remnant Content 
•BF/2803 .1/BH .. 20 cm fragment tied to S-leaf 
loop at toe end 
Bf'/2593/NB Fragment, 14 cm Leaf 
BF/2582/PC Two cords, lacing Both leaf 
alternate side loops, 
32 cm, 10 cm 
BC/2566/NB Two cords, lacing Both S-2Z yarn 
unclear. 34 cm, 11 cm 
PS/2576/NB Fragment, 15 cm Z-2S yarn 
Fragment, 3 cm S-2Z yarn 
•sandal fabric ••site 
BF•Braided, fine BHcBatwoma.n House 
BC-Braideci; coarse BT•Betatalcin 
PS-=Plainweave~ 5 warps NB•Nagashi Bilcin 
TW•Twined PCcPriestess cave 
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Table 8. Criss-cross Tie System Sandals 
SANDAL SIZE SANDAL ELE- SANDAL SHAPE•• TOE LOOPS•• C ANKLE/ HEEL LOOPS•• s 










Identifiabl e criss-cross 
PC 2500 w X 1.8 
14. 7 
Criss-cro ss / toe heel 
BH 2802 w X 3 
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BT 945 F X 2.3 
BT 1271 W 19 X l. 3 
NB 2578 w 
27.2 
NB 2588 F X 3 
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Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with permission of and 
from the collections of the Utah Museum of Natural 
History, University of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
History No . 2500). 
Criss - cross tie system sandal 
Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with permission of and 
from the collections of the Utah Museum of Natural 
History, University of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
History No . 2578) . 
Criss-cross/toe-heel system sandal 
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system sandal (BC/2500/PC, Figure 24) has a crossed cord 
of leaf. The ankle/heel loops are also leaf, continuous 
with the leaf crossed cord. Of the six sandals that are 
classed as uncertain criss-cross or toe-heel, three have 
ankle/heel loop tie remnants sufficient for identification 
of content. These are identified in Table 9. 
Table 10 identifies cordage use for the five 
unidentifiable tie system sandals with tie remnants. 
Table 9. Cordage Use, Criss-cross/Toe - heel Tie System 
Ankle/Heel Loops 
CRISS-CROSS/TOE-HEEL ANJCLE/HEEL LOOPS 
Sandal Nl.lalb<,r Loop Type or Hole Tie Piece or 
Pattern Remnant Content. 
*BF/945/BT .. Single horizontal Z-leaf 
BF/2588/NB 1-1 s-leaf 
P(/2578/NB Two vertical S-leaf 
•sandal fabric ••Site 
BF-Braided, fine BH•Batawoman House 
BC•Braided, coarse BT•Betatakin 
P4•Plainwcave, 4. warps NB•Nagasbi Bikin 
nr-Twined PC-Priestess Cave 
Table 10. Cordage Use, Unidentifiable Tie Systems 
UNIDENTIFIABLE SYSTEM TIE CORDAGE 
Sanda l Nualber Description or Hole Pattern Tie Piece or 
Remnant Content 
•BF/1158.1/BH•• Heel fragment, 2-0 Leaf 
BF /1710. 1/BH Hid (?) fragment, (-2 Leaf 
BF/2580/PC Toe fragment 
Running stitch S-2Z yarn 
Two adja ce nt loops S-2Z- 3S yarn 
Two loops parallel to above Z - 2S yarn 
P(/2567/NB Heel (?) fragment 
Double horizontal loops , S-2Z yarn 
twisted together S-<Z yarn 
nr /28<8/BT Heel fragment 
Left. right ti~ segments Z- 3S-2S yarn 
twisted together (warps?) Z-3S-2S-2Z yarn 
Fragment, ) cm at heel Z-3S yarn 
•Sandal fabric ••site 
Bf-Braided, fine BHGBatwoman House 
BC~Braided, coarse BT-=Betatakin 
P4 ""Plainwe ave, 4 warp s NB•Nagashi Bikin 
Til•Twined PC-=Priestess Cave 
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General Summary of Overall Tie System Parts 
In some cases, intact loops remain, so identification 
of original structure is possible. In other cases, only 
holes remain in the sandal body, or only broken tufts 
lodged in the holes. Even when these tufts are longer 
pieces, without their original attachment intact it is not 
possible to know the original arrangement. For this 
reason, rather than estimating original structure, the 
choice was made to record the present hole or tuft pattern 
apparent in the sandal . The hole or tuft pattern is 
explained on page 45 . The hole pattern in this manner is 
recorded for toe areas and for heel areas. 
Toe - Heel Tie System 
Components of the toe-heel tie system include toe 
loops, ankle/heel loops, and a tie cord between. There 
are 20 sandals of possible toe-heel tie system type (see 
Table 1, page 68) . Nine are identifiable as toe-heel 
system, five are the two-warp plainweave strip fabric 
construction that, if sandals, are a toe-heel system, and 
six sandals have the 1-1 hole pattern (see Assumption 1, 
page 45) that is either toe-heel or criss - cross. An 
additional sandal (2580) with an intact toe lo op i s only a 
toe fragment so its tie system is uncertain . Its to e loop 
will be summarized under toe-heel system toe lo ops. The 
two-warp plainweave sandal loops will be summarized 
separately from the other toe-heel system parts. 
Toe-Heel System Toe Loops 
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Intact loops. Of the ten sandals summarized (nine 
identified, one uncertain) as toe-heel systems, four 
(2575, 2587, 2501, 2580) have intact (or clearly intact at 
one time) toe loops. Two of these sandals have parallel 
toe loops, as indicated on Table 11, page 81. Sandal 2580 
has two intact adjacent loops, with two(?) more broken 
adjacent loops parallel to the first two. A third sandal 
(2575) has a single intact toe loop anchored with two 
running stitches at the right side join. The left join 
has two tufts, a backstitch, and a sole knot. The two 
tufts may have once been an intact running stitch . If 
this sandal had all the tie pieces missing, it would show 
the 3-2 hole pattern with no indication of the complexity 
of the left join. This illustrates the difficulty of 
determining from the hole pattern the original arrangement 
of the tie pieces. The fourth sandal (2587) has a single 
intact toe loop comprised of one piece passing under the 
sandal in a running stitch and tied with a square knot 
over the toe. 
Hole pattern. Six sandals have the 1-1 (either toe-
heel or criss-cross) hole pattern. Hole pattern for 
sandals with identifiable cordage is listed in Table 2, 
Table 11 . Toe Loop Types 
TOE LOOP TYPES Sandal Number 
Single loop, intact, enclosing *BF/2575/NB** 
second and third toes 
Single loop, tied over toe with BF/2587/NB (2nd & 3rd 
square knot, running stitch on sole toes) 
BC/2566/NB (2nd toe ?) 
Slngle loop, or remnant, anchored BF/2583/PC 
at either end with two running BF/2575/NB (2nd & 3rd, 
stitches, enclosing second and or more, toes ?) 
third toes TW/2845/BH 
Parallel loops BF/2501/PC (four loops, 
all over 2nd & 3rd 
toes) 
BF/2580/PC (two loops, 
both over 1st toe ? ) 
Overlapping loops, one each over BF/2867/BH (fragments 
second ( ?) and third (?) toes of two loops) 
Adjacent loops, one each on first BF/2580/PC (tw o loops) 
(?) and second (?) toes 
*Sandal fabric ••Site 
BF=Braided, fine BH=Batwoman House 
BC=Braided, coarse BT=Betatakin 
TW=Twined NB=Nagashi Bikin 
PC=Priestess Cave 
page 70. Two sandals without cordage have 2 -3 and 2 -2 
hole patterns. 
Attachments. Table 12, page 82, shows toe loop 
attachments with sandal numbers . 
Plainweave strip. There are five plainweave strip 
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sandals with tie remnants. These are identified in Table 
13, page 82. 
Toe-Heel System Tie Cords 
Two sandals have tie cords or fragments. Sandal 
BF/2501/PC (Figure 20) has a whole intact tie co rd. The 
two side tie cord pieces cross around each other over the 
instep, pass through the toe loops, then continue back to 
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Table 12. Toe Loop Attachments 
TOE LOOP ATI'ACHMENTS Sandal Number 
Sole knot *BF/2575/NB"* 
BF/2588/NB 





Back stitch formed on BF/1170.1/BH 
sole BF/2867/BH 
BF/2575/NB 
Hitch BF /11 70 .1/BH 
*Sandal fabric **Site 
BFcBraided, fine BHcBatwoman House 
BCcBraided, coarse BT;,,Betatakin 
P4cPlainweave, 4 warps NBcNagashi Bikin 
TW=Twined PCcPriestess Cave 
Table 13. Two-warp Plainweave Loop Types 
Sandal Number Flat Upright Around Through 
Loop Loop Weft Weft 
*P2/1135 .1/BH** X 1 1 
P2/1300/BT X 0 1 
P2/5058.l/BH X 0 1 
P2/1169/BH X 1 1 
P2/2805.l/BH X 0 1 
P2/2804 . l/BH 0 0 
fragment 
*Sandal fabric **Site 
P2=Plainweave, 2 warps BH=Batwoman Hou se 
BT=Betatakin 
form continuous ankle/heel loops. Sandal P4/2578/NB 
(Figure 25, page 77) has a loose, 10-cm fragment tied to 
an end from an ankle/heel loop that may be a tie cord. 
Toe-Heel System Ankle/Heel Loops 
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Intact loops. Sandal numbers and their ankle/heel 
loops types and attachments are identified in Table 14 and 
Table 15, page 84. Of nine identifiable and six uncertain 
(1-1 hole pattern) sandals, four have ankle/heel loops. 
One sandal (2501, Figure 20) has two ankle/heel loops that 
are continuous with the tie cord, with the free ends 
hanging, possibly to tie behind the heel. Sandal 2845 has 
a short loop side to side across the heel attached at each 
end with two running stitches. Sandal 945 has a long, 
side to side tie that is entangled in the warps and is 
unclear. Sandal 2578 (Figure 25) has two vertical loops, 
one each side of the heel. 
Hole pattern. The hole patterns for toe-heel tie 
system sandals with identifiable cordage are listed on 
Table 3, page 71; hole patterns for sandals without 
cordage are identified on Table 1, page 68. 
Attachments. See Table 15, page 84, for ankle/heel 
loop attachments. Note that two sandals using two running 
stitches to anchor the toe loops are the same sandals 
(2845.1, 2575) that used two running stitches t o an c hor 
the ankle/heel loops. An additional twined sandal 
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Table 14. Ankle/Heel Loop Types 
ANKLE/HEEL LOOP TYPES Sandal Number 
Single, horizontal loop *BF/945/BT**(?) 
BF/2575/NB BC/2566/NB 
BF/2593/NB TW/2845/BH 
Double, horizontal loops P4/2567/NB 
Double, horizontal loops, TW/2573/NB 
entertwined 
Two vertical loops, P4/2578/NB 
opposite sides of heel 
*Sandal fabric **Site 
BF=Braided, fine BH=Batwoman House 
BC=Braided, coarse BT=Betatakin 
P4=Plainweave, 4 warps NB=Nagashi Bikin 
TW=Twined PC=Priestess Cave 
Table 15. Ankle/Heel Loop Attachments 
ANKLE/HEEL LOOP 
ATTACHMENTS Sandal Number 
Half knot *BC/2566/NB** 
Sole knot BF/945/BT BF/2575/NB 
BF/2841/BT BF/2582/PC 




Running stitch BF/945/BT TW/2573/NB 
P4/2578/NB 
Two running stitches BF/2575/NB TW/2848/BT 
TW/2845.1/BH 
Running stitch, end BF/1158.1/BH BF/2841/BT 




Splice BF/2501/PC P4/2767/NB 
BC/2566/NB TW/2573/NB 
BC/2500/PC 
Extension of warps PS/2576/NB TW/2848/BT{?) 
TW/2573/NB(?) 
*Sandal fabric ••site 
BF=Braided, fine BH=Batwoman House 
BC=Braided, coarse BT=Betatakin 
P4=Plainweave, 4 warps NB=Nagashi Bikin 
PS=Plainweave, 5 warps PC=Priestess Cave 
TW=Twined 
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(2848) that is not identifiable as to tie system also uses 
the two running stitches attachment for ankle/heel loops. 
Side Loop Tie System 
Components of the side loop type tie system include 
side loops, lacing cord(s), possible toe loops, and 
possible ankle/heel loops. Fifteen sandals have 
identifiable side loop systems (see Table 4, page 72). 
Side Loop System Toe Loops 
Two sandals that have identifiable side loop systems 
have toe loop evidence. One of these sandals (2566, 
Figure 23, page 73) has what may be a toe loop that is a 
continuous piece passing along the sole with a running 
stitch and tied with a square knot over the toe. The 
second sandal (2569) has the 1-1 hole pattern at the toe. 
One additional specimen (2580), only a toe fragment (so it 
is unknown if it is a toe-heel or side loop system), is 
described under the toe-heel system toe loop. 
Side Loop System Side Loops 
Fifteen sandals have side loop evidence. 
Intact loops. Two sandals (2582, 2566) have all of 
their side loops intact, with no evi dence that there wer e 
at one time any more (see photo of 2566 in Figur e 23, page 
73, and 2582 in Figure 26, page 86). Both have three 
loops on each side. Both sandals have separate ank le/he e l 
Figure 26. 
Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with permission of and 
from the collections of the Utah Museum of Natural 
H~story, University of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
History No. 2582). 
Side loop tie system sandal 
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loops. The side loops of one of the above sandals (2566) 
are adjacent type with half knot and splice attachments. 
The other sandal (2582) has overedge, sole knot, and 
running stitch attachments. A third sandal (2801) has 
intact loops and precise hole placement and tie fragments 
to indicate five side loops at the left side of the sandal 
and four on the right side. The breakdown of maximum 
number of intact loops present on any one side of a sandal 
is as follows: one sandal has six loops, one has five, 
five have four, one has three, and two have two side loops 
on a side. 
Types and attachments. Table 16 and 17 indicate the 
sandals using each type and attachments of side loops. 
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Table 16. Side Loop Types 
SIDE LOOP TYPES Sandal Number 
Overlapping •PS/2576/NB•• 
Overlapping, BF/1168. l/BH (?) BF/2586/PC(?) 
continuous BF/28H/BT(?) P4./l273/BT(?) 
BF/2593/NB(?) 
Overlapping, BF/2254./PC(?) 
mirror image TW/2573/NB (?) 
Overlapping, BF/2803.l/BH 
reversing 
Adjacent BF/2803.l/BH P4./1273/BT 
BF/284.l/BT TW/2573/NB 
BF/2593/NB 
Parallel BF/2803 . l/BH BF/2254./PC 
BF/28H/BT P4/1273/BT 
•Sandal fabric ••Site 
BF-Braided. fine BH•Batwoman House 
BC-Braided, coarse BT•Betatakin 
P4•Plainweave, 4 warps NB•Nagashi Bikin 
PS•Plainweave, 5 warps PC-Priestess Cave 
TW•Twined 
Table 17. Side Loop Attachments 
SIDE LOOP ATIAO!MENTS Sandal Number 














Two running stitches BF/2803.l/BH 
Half knot BC/2566/NB PS/2576/NB 
Hitch BF/2593/NB 
Splice BC/2566/NB PS/2576/NB 
P4/l273/BT 
Back stitch formed on BF/1168.l/BH 
top surface BF/2841/BT 
Back stitch formed on P4/l273/BT 
sole surface 
•sandal fabric ••site 
BF~Braided, fine BH=Batwoman Hou se 
BC=Braided, coarse BT=Betatakin 
P4=Plainw e ave, 4 warps NB=Nagashi Bikin 
PS= Plainw ea v e, 5 warp s PC=Priestess Cav e 
TW=Twin e d 
Table 4, page 72, identifies the number and type of 
attachment method for each sandal. 
Side Loop System Lacing Cords 
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Five sandals had fragments of what may be lacing cords 
(see Table 7, page 75). Sandal 2576 had a 15-cm yarn 
piece tied to an end from the left rear side loop and a 3-
cm yarn fragment tied to an end from a right front side 
loop. Sandal 2803.l had 20 cm of twisted leaf tied to a 
toe end side loop. Sandal 2582 had two lacing cords, 
interlacing alternate side loops (Figure 26, page 86) 
The lacing cords were 32 cm and 10 cm, both of leaf . 
Sandal 2566 (Figure 23, page 73) has a 34-cm length of 
lacing cord of yarn tied to a left rear side loop, an 11 -
cm yarn tie piece that may be lacing cor d tied to a right 
rear side loop, and an 11-cm yarn tie piece that may be a 
lacing cord fragment tied to a toe loop. Sandal 2593 has 
a 14-cm leaf fragment loosely encircling an ankle/heel 
loop that may be a lacing cord. 
Side Loop System Ankle/Heel Loops 
Twelve sandals with identifiable side loop systems 
have evidence of ankle/heel loops. See Table 6, page 75, 
and Table 15, page 84, for specific sandal informati on . 
Intact loops. Sandal 2566 (Fig ure 23) has a single 
horizontal loop side to side across the heel of the 
Figure 27. 
Photographs by Ann Deegan, taken with permission of and 
from the collections of the Utah Museum of Natural 
History, University of Utah (Utah Museum of Natural 
History No. 2573). 
Ankle/heel loops (at left in photo) 
sandal. Sandal 2573 (Figure 27, page 89) has two loops 
twisting around each other going side to side across the 
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heel of the sandal. Sandal 2576 has two tie pieces at the 
right heel that may be ankle/heel loops. They are 
extens ions of two of the warps and are tied together with 
a large overhand knot. Sandal 2593 has a single 
horizontal loop from side to side across the heel tied at 
the top with a square knot. 
Hole pattern. Hole patterns for side loop system 
sandals with cordage are identified in Table 6, page 75. 
Attachments. Refer to Table 6, page 75, and Table 
15, page 84, for sandal attachment information. 
Criss-Cross Tie System 
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The criss-cross tie system is composed of a crossed 
cord and possible ankle/heel loops (see Table 8, page 76) 
One sandal is identifiable as criss-cross tie system 
(2500, Figure 24, page 77) Six more have the 1-1 hole 
pattern (see Assumption 1, page 45) that are either toe-
heel or criss-cross. An eighth sandal (2587) has the 1-1 
hole pattern with a tie remnant in the hole and is tied 
together at the top. This sandal could have been criss-
cross originally, then mended; however, once the tie piece 
was tied over the toe, it became a toe loop, making it a 
toe-heel system . It is uncertain where this sandal should 
be placed. 
Criss-Cross System Crossed Cord 
Sandal 2500 (Figure 24) has an identifiable crossed 
cord. The cord does not join under the toe, but rather 
each section, left and right ends, take a running stitch 
forward toward the toe with broken ends spread out where 
th ey come back up t o the sandal top. Of the six sandals 
with the hol e pattern of 1-1 that could be either criss-
c ross system or toe-heel system, one (2578, Figure 25) has 
a loose, 13-cm fragment tied to an end from an ankle/heel 
loop that may be either a crossed cord or tie cord 
remnant. 
Criss-Cross System Ankle/Heel Loops 
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On sandal 2500, with the intact crossed cord, the 
crossed cord is continuous with the ankle/heel loops . It 
crosses at the instep, then attaches to a warp at the 
ankle with an overedge attachment, then twists back on 
itself in a splice. At each end is a square knot tied to 
a short stub of broken fibers. Information on the criss-
cross/toe-heel sandals is identified in Table 9, page 78 . 
Sandal 945 has one continuous strand going sid e to side 
across the heel. Instead of making an actual ankle/heel 
loop, it is either woven in and out of the warp fragments 
with running stitches or it has become entangled in the 
warp fragments. Sandal 2578 (Figure 25) has two separate 
loops on each side of the ankle . 
Comparison of Sandal Construction Method 
with Tie System 
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In the following comparison, sandals with 
identifiable tie systems will be compared on the basis of 
sandal construction method to tie system. Sandals of 
uncertain overall tie classification will be placed, where 
possible, in likely overall tie categories. 
In the sandals in which the side loop system is 
excluded by the absence of side loop evidence, sandals 
with two holes at the toe loop location (1-1 hole pattern, 
see page 45) but with no toe location tie segments present 
to indicate tie system could be either toe-heel or criss-
cross tie system (see Assumption 1, page 45). There is no 
way to assess the likelihood of the tie system being one 
or the other. Sandals in this uncertain group can be 
clustered together with the toe-heel system and criss-
cross system sandals, and then this larger combined group 
can be compared to the side loop system sandals for sandal 
fabric construction method. Toe-heel and criss-cross tie 
systems are similar in design, and grouping them in this 
manner lS one way to include the uncertain sandals in the 
analysis. The four sandals that are not identifiable and 
for which it is not possible to estimate whether the 
system is toe-heel, criss-cross, or side loop will not be 
included in this part of the analysis. 
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Braided Sandal Tie Systems 
Of the 29 braided sandals in the collection, seven 
are toe-heel, 12 are side loop system, and one is criss-
cross (Tables 18 and 19). Based on these figures, the 
side loop system is nearly twice as frequent as the toe-
heel system on braided sandals from this collection. 
However, there are nine additional sandals classified as 
"uncertain." Of these nine, seven can be assigned a 
possible (although still uncertain) category. One is 
possibly a side loop system, one is possibly a toe-heel 
system, and five are either the toe-heel or criss-cross 
system. Adding the one to the side loop system group (and 
the other six to the combined toe-heel/criss-cross system 
group) results in 13 sandals having side loop systems and 
14 sandals having either toe-heel or criss-cross systems, 
when considering all braided sandals, both coarse and 
fine. 
In a comparison of the 23 fine-braided sandals versus 
the six coarse-braided sandals, the results differ 
slight ly. For coarse-braided sandals (Table 18), the 
counts are equal for toe-heel and side loop system with 
two each, and one of criss-cross. If the one additional 
sandal that is either toe-heel or criss-cross is added, 
and toe-heel and criss-cross systems are grouped, the 
result is four in the combined toe-heel/criss-cross system 
group, and two in the side loop system group, showing a 
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Table 18. Coarse-braided Sandal Tie Systems 
SANDAL TOE- HEEL SIDE LOOP CRISS UNCERTAIN UNCERTAIN 
NUMBER CROSS POSSIBLE 
BETATAJCIN 








TOTAL 2 2 l l 
Table 19. Fine-braided Sandal Tie Systems 
SANDAL TOE-HEEL SIDE LOOP CRISS UNCERTAIN UNCERTAIN 
NUMBER CROSS POSSIBLE 
BATWOKAN HOUSE 
1158 .l X 
1168. l X 
1170. l X 
1710.1 7 X 
2801 X 











2588 ? ? X 
2593 X 








TOTAL 5 10 0 6 2 
predominance for the combined toe-heel/criss-cross tie 
systems being used with coarse-braided sandals. 
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For fine-braided sandals the counts are five sandals 
having th e toe-heel system and 10 sandals having the side 
loop system, with no sandals having an identifiable 
criss-cross system. This shows the side loop system twice 
as frequent as the toe-heel system on fine-braided 
sandals. If the one sandal that is uncertain (but 
possibly side loop system) is added, the other sandal that 
is uncertain (but possibly toe-heel system) is added, and 
the four sandals that are uncertain (but are either toe-
heel or criss-cross system) are added, and the toe-
heel/criss -cross systems grouped, then the count is nearly 
even. There are 10 for the grouped toe-heel/criss-cross 
system and 11 for the side loop system (see Table 19, 
page 94). 
Plainweave Sandal Tie Systems 
Of the 10 plainweave specimens in this collection, 
four have identifiable tie systems (Table 20). Of these 
four, two are toe-heel and two are side loop. There are 
no plainweave sandals with an identifiable criss -c ross tie 
system. Five additional sandal fragments have tie 
remnants that appear likely to be toe - heel systems. One 
sandal fragment has a single upright loop at the fragment 
end, two mor e sandal fragments have flat loop remnants at 
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a fragment end, the fourth (although uncertain, it is a 
possible toe-heel system) is a midsection with a single 
ankle/heel loop crossing side to side, and the fifth has 
the 1-1 toe hole pattern of either toe-heel or criss-cross 
system. If these five are added to the toe-heel system 
grouping, the result is a total of seven for the toe-
heel/criss-cross system and two for the side loop system, 
with the toe-heel system being over twice as prevalent. 
All of the two-warp plainweave sandals with 
identifiable tie pieces (five) have systems that appear to 
be toe-heel. No two-warp specimen in this study has side 
Table 20 . Plainweave Sandal Tie Systems 
SANDAL TOE-HEEL SIDE LOOP CRISS UNCERTAIN UNCERTAIN 
NUMBER CROSS POSSIBLE 
BATWOMAN HOUSE 
1135 .1 X 2 warp 
1169 X 2 warp 
2804 X 2 warp 
2805.l ? X 2 warp 
5058.l ? X 2 warp 
BETATAKIN 
1273 X 4 warp 
1300 ? X 2 warp 
NAGASHI BIKIN 
2567 ? X 4 warp 
2576 X 5 warp 
2578 ? ? X 4 warp 
TOTAL 2 2 5 1 
10 
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loops. Of the four multiple-warp, plainweave sandals, two 
(four-warp) are uncertain but possibly the toe-heel system 
(one is either toe-heel or criss-cross; the other has a 
single ankle/heel loop); and two are constructed with the 
side loop system (one four-warp and one five-warp) . 
Twined Sandal Tie Systems 
There are four twined sandals in the collection. Of 
these, two have the toe-heel system, one has the side-loop 
system, and a fourth is uncertain (Table 21) . It is not 
possible to place this uncertain sandal in a likely 
classification . It is a fragment with heel and midsection 
present . There are broken cordage remnants around the 
sandal sides that could be side loop remnants; however, 
these could also be remnants of running stitch 
"decorations" as were sometimes seen in twin e d sandals 
with toe-heel tie systems from the pilot study. 
Table 21. Twined Sandal Tie Systems 
SANDAL TOE-HEEL SIDE LOOP CRISS UNCERTAIN UNCERTAIN 












For a tie technique to be able to serve as a marker 
to be tracked through time and space it needs to be 
uniquely identifiable. If the tie attachment method by 
itself is too general to be considered unique, the manner 
in which the technique is used could be unique and 
characteristic of a culture group. Many of the 
characteristics listed on the sandal tie charts are unique 
enough in this sandal collection to suggest their use as 
potential markers. 
Toe Loop Number 
Number of toe loops used may be a marker. One toe 
loop would be required to hold the sandal to the foot. 
The use of any number beyond the one required would have 
some other basis for choice than necessity. This choice 
could be based on custom, and could therefore be usable 
for tracking the techniques employed by a culture group. 
Toe Loop and Side Loop Types 
Types of toe loops and side loops identified were 
overlapping, adjacent, and parallel. There does not seem 
to be a clear reason based on construction for this 
diversity. This leaves custom, or the repetition of 
techniques already in use by other members of the culture 
group, as the deciding factor in the choice. 
Toe Loop, Side Loop, Ankle/Heel 
Loop Attachments 
The toe loop, side loop, and ankle/heel loop 
attachments of sole knot and running stitch may be quite 
general and widely used. The techniques seem rather 
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simple, and perhaps so obvious as to be universal and not 
suitable as markers. However, the decision to use two 
small running stitches in sequence at each end of a loop 
seems less obvious, and may be a useful marker. 
The overedge, half knot, and splice attachments are 
more complex. The development of these methods may evolve 
over time, making them usable markers. The use of th e 
overedge and splice attachments together, and the use of 
the half knot and splice attachments together, is still 
more complex. Something more is happening here than just 
logical choice based on construction- - either evolving 
custom or creativity, making these attachments potential 
markers. 
Plainweave Strip Ties 
The technique of the loop attachments - -one going up 
through the weft, the other around the weft, could serve 
as a marker. There does not seem to be an obvious reason, 
based on necessity, construction strength, or wearing 
durability, for this differing choice of the handling of 
the two loops, one at each end of the sandal . There may 
be some reason based on the manner in which these are 
constructed, or possible implements used. Further 
research with this type of construction may yield some 
clues. 
Crossed Cord, Lacing Cord, Tie Cord 
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With this study, evidence of the crossed cord use was 
too limited, and that of the lacing cords and tie cords 
too fragmentary to identify suitable features serviceable 
as markers. However, on two sandals exhibiting lacing 
cords, there were two lacing cords used. Total number of 
lacing cords may serve as a marker. Future research 
involving greater numbers of sandals may show additional 
suitable markers. 
Tie Cordage 
Use of cordage did not seem to be restricted to a 
specific construction for a specific loop type. 
Unprocessed leaf was used, as well as both Sand Z twist 
leaf, and also plied leaf. Twelve different constructions 
of yarn were used. For frequencies of cordage use see 
Figure 28. Use of different cordage constructions on the 
same sandal varied by tie system type, as shown in Table 
22. Toe-heel tie system sandals and the criss-cross and 
criss-cross/toe-heel system sandals tended to have only 
one cordage type on a single sandal. The side loop system 
LEAF: YARN: 
28 Unprocessed leaf 





7 Z-twist leaf 3 Z-2S-2Z 
2 S-4Z 
1 Z-3S-2S 








Figure 28. Cordage frequencies 
Table 22. Multiple/Single Cordage Use by System Type 
TOE-HEEL TIE SYSTEM 
Multiple Cordage Single Cordage 






Total 1 Total 11 
SIDE LOOP TIE SYSTEM 
Multiple Cordag e Single Cordage 
BF/1168.1/BH BF/2254/PC BF/2582/PC 
BF/2801/BH BC/2566/NB BF/2586/PC 
BF/2803 . 1/BH P4/1273/BT BF/AA1943/PC 
BF/2841/BT PS/2576/NB 
BF/2593/NB Til/2573/NB 
Total 10 Total 3 
CRISS-CROSS AND CRISS-CROSS/TOE-HEEL SYSTEMS 
Multiple Cordage Single Cordage 
BC/2500/PC (criss-cross) 
BF/945/BT (criss-cro ss/ toe-heel) 
BF/2588/NB (criss-cross/toe-heel) 
P4/2578/NB (criss-cross/toe - heel) 
Total 0 Total 4 
•sandal fabri c ••site 
BF=Braided, fine BH=Batwoman House 
BC=Braided, coarse BT=Betatakin 
P2=Plainweave, 2 warps NB=Nagashi Bikin 
P4=Plainweave, 4 warps PC=Priestess Cave 
PS=Plainweave, 5 warps 
TW=Twined 
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sandals tended to use several cordage types on a single 
sandal. Two of the sandals (2576, 1273) using multiple 
cordage types had five or more different cordage types. 
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This diversity in cordage use may be a marker . It 
could be a developing trend for multiple cordage types to 
be used together, or to be used together for certain 
sandal constructions. The diversity in cordage use could 
reflect cultural values on the acceptance of diversity. 
The use of mixed cordage may reflect initial 
construction or mending (see Table 5, page 74, for wear 
and mending values on the sandal body for side loop 
systems), which was added as the sandal showed wear. If 
it is later mending, the greater number of side loop 
sandals using mixed cordage types may be a practical 
consequence of side loop system sandal ties needing more 
yardage to form the several side loops than do the toe-
heel system sandals. With more yardage used, there are 
more loops to wear out, and possibly wear out unevenly. 
These repairs could be made at different times, using 
whatever was available, resulting in mismatching . 
Side loop system ties require more yardage and also 
take more time to construct initially, so may have been 
more highly valued. If so, the wearer or maker would be 
more likely to mend the ties to keep the sandal wearable, 
rather that to discard a worn sandal. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Purpose of the Study 
Textile specialists can add to the body of 
information available to researchers by applying textile 
science analysis to selected cultural artifacts recovered 
from archaeological sites and recording the information 
with accurate, consistent terms. 
A select group of 43 fibrous sandals from four 
archaeological sites in the American Southwest were 
analyzed for their tie systems. This analysis was 
specifically concerned with sandal to foot tie system, 
sandal tie attachment to the sandal, and construction 
traits of the sandal tie cordage itself. In addition, 
choice of sandal tie system and overall sandal fabric 
construction were compared to detect any correlation. The 
intent of this research was not to analyze and compare tie 
similarities and differences between sites. The purpose 
of this research was to develop descriptive t erms, provide 
standar d definitions, and identify techniques that had 
potential to serve as time and space markers. With these 
goals accomplished, a preliminary framework is in place 
for use in future compili ng of data regarding sandal ties . 
Future research can use this framework to continue 
recording data until sufficient information is recorded to 
then begin analysis and comparison by sites. 
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Each piece of sandal tie cordage was analyzed for 
twist direction of singles and plies, diameter of yarn or 
re-plied yarn, and attachment location and method to 
sandal and to foot. Where appropriate terms existed in 
the literature, they were used to describe techniques. 
Where an appropriate term did not exist, a new term was 
coined for naming the technique. 
Variety was observed in the techniques used . Often, 
even with use of the same technique there were slight 
differences from sandal to sandal. The fragmentary nature 
of many sandals made it difficult to assess what the 
original function of tie segments might have been. In 
some cases, it was possible to record the data in several 
ways. In order to clarify some ambiguity, set a standard 
for interpretations, and keep the recording of data as 
nearly consistent as possible, assumptions were formulated 
to serve as a guide. 
on pages 45 to 48. 
These twelve assumptions are given 
Major Findings and Discussion 
Terms 
In the review of literature, conducted prior to 
beginning this sandal study, side loop, toe-heel, and 
criss-cross systems had been identified in previous 
research. This study found those same systems, and 
no new overall tie system types. Previous research 
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provided no descriptions of types of side loops, types of 
toe loops or ankle/heel loops, or the attachment methods 
used for these loops, and only two brief mentions were 
made of the number of side loops or toe loops (Anderson 
1969:130; Kidder and Guernsey 1919:107). Nowhere in the 
literature were there descriptions of individual 
techniques of attachment, or terms to describe them. This 
study found multiple numbers of loops used, three types or 
styles of loops, and eight variations of attachment method 
of loops to sandals (described below). 
Before archaeologists can make use of sandal tie 
data, this sandal tie data must be identified, assigned 
suitable descriptive terms, and recorded. In addition, to 
be most usable, this same tie data, using the same terms 
and detailed identification methods, must be recorded for 
all sandals recovered from all cultures being studied. 
With this study, the first steps have been taken to make 
this identification and recording possible. Provided with 
these technique descriptions and drawings, future sandal 
tie researchers will be greatly assisted in examining 
sandal ties. Further recording of sandal tie data will 
make possible the discussion of the implications of sandal 
tie research. 
The following summary discusses tie types and 
attac hment methods that were found in the sandal ties. 
They are identified and similar techniques grouped under a 
name given to that technique. In some cases the same 
attachment technique was used for toe, ankle/heel, and 
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side loops . In some cases, the techniques used for side 
loops were not found in use for fastening toe loops or 
ankle/heel loops. 
Toe Loops 
This study found toe loops using one, two, and four 
loops . Single toe loops as well as three types of 
arrangements of multiple loops were identified--
overlapping, adjacent, and parallel. Four attachment 
me thods were identified--the sole knot, the running 
stitch, back stitch, and half hitch. The running stitch 
was used as a single stitch, and also as two short running 
stitches in sequence. 
Side Loops 
The maximum number of intact side loops present on a 
sandal on one side varied from three to six. Loop types 
we r e overlapping, adjacent, and parall e l. Attachment 
methods were overedge, sole knot, half knot, splice, 
r unning stitch, double running stitch, half hitch, and 
back stitch. The overedge attachment method is actually 
b o th a type and an attachment method c ombined, but is 
reco rded only as an attachment method. Many sandals 
showed combinations of two or three methods of attachment . 




Ankle/heel loops appeared as a single, horizontal 
loop at the back of the heel (both intact and as two 
segments tied together with a square knot); double 
parallel horizontal loops at the back of the heel; double 
parallel horizontal loops twisted around each other at the 
back of the heel; and as two upright, vertical loops with 
one placed at each side of the ankle. Ankle/heel loops 
could also be continuous with the side loops, continuous 
with the tie cord, or continuous with the crossed cord. 
Attachment methods found were overedge, sole knot, half 
knot, running stitch, two running stitches in sequence, 
splice, and as an extension of the sandal warps. 
Plainweave Strip 
The two-warp plainweave specimens differ in 
appearance from the four- and five - warp plainweave 
specimens. The term "plainweave strip'' was coined to 
describe this differing appearance. The four- and five-
warp plainweave specimens have the appearance of sandals, 
with a range in width of 7.5 to 10 cm. The two - warp 
plainweave specimens, however, have a range in width of 
4.5 to 6 cm. This is very narrow, seemingly narrower than 
a foot. The loop parts (described in the Term s section , 
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page 63) present on these specimens are too far forward on 
the specimen to anchor around the heel or over the second 
and third toes as other toe-heel system sandals do . These 
may be sandals, and the tie system a variation of the toe-
heel system. The flat loops present on these plainweave 
strips do appear similar to illustrations in the 
literature (Judd 1930:Plate 41,3; Cummings 1953:114 -
115, 7) . In those illustrations, additional ties are 
fastened to similar flat loops (on four-warp plainweave 
sandals), thus forming a toe-heel tie system. The two-
warp plainweave specimens in this study, however, have no 
additional ties or fragments attached to these flat loops. 
On the specimens in this study with the upright loops, one 
loop could fit completely across the toe section of the 
foot, and the other loop possibly form a strap behind the 
heel . Because this two-warp plainweave method of 
construction could provide for very rapid construction of 
an item, it may be that these specimens are rapidly 
constructed in the same manner as plainweave sandals, but 
used for other purposes. In view of this uncertainty, 
Assumption 12 was formulated, stating that for this 
research, these specimens will be assumed to be sandals. 
The textile specialist at the Utah Museum of Natural 
History calls these "two-rod probable sandals" (Kathy 
Kankainen, personal communication 1992). 
Comparison of Sandal Construction 
Method with Tie System 
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See Figure 29 for frequencies of sandal construction 
method with tie system. 
Braided Fabric Sandal Tie System 
The coarse-braided sandal tie system is twice as 
likely to be a toe-heel/criss-cross combined system as it 
is to be a side loop system. For fine-braided sandals, 
the likelihood for toe-heel/criss-cross combined, or side 
loop system is even. This apparent distribution may have 
some basis in construction . The coarse-braided sandals 
are more loosely constructed than the fine-braided 
sandals, and are also of a simpler overall design. The 
maker could have considered that the loosely woven, 
coarse-braided sandals were not sturdy enough to hold th e 
several side loops. It may also be that the coarse -
braided sandals were quicker to construct than the fine-
braided, so a tie system such as toe-heel or criss-cross 
was chosen that was also quicker to construct in order to 
have a usable sandal in the shortest time. 
Twined Fabric Sandal Tie System 
This sample size (two with toe-heel, one with side 
lo op) is to o small t o state a conclusion . 
COARSE BRAIDED: 
4 Toe-heel/criss-cross grouped 
2 Side loop 
FINE BRAIDED: 
10 Toe-heel/criss-cross grouped 
11 Side loop. 
PLAIN\lEAVE, '!VO-WARP: 
S Toe-heel 
0 Side loop 
0 Criss-cross 
PLAIN\lEAVE, FOUR-AND FIVE--WARP: 
2 Toe-heel/criss-cross grouped 
2 Side loop 
TWINED: 
2 Toe-heel 
1 Side loop 
0 Criss-cross 
Figure 29. Sandal construction/tie system 
Plainweave Fabric Sandal Tie System 
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There appears to be a connection between number of 
warps and type of tie system. If separated by warp count, 
all of the five two-warp specimens have the toe-heel 
system. Two multiple warp (one four-warp and one five -
warp) sandals have the side loop system. Two four-warp 
sandals are uncertain. One is either toe-heel or criss-
cross; the other is possibly toe - heel, but may not be. 
The selection of toe-heel for two-warp sandals and side 
loop system for four and five-warp sandals may be a factor 
of construction strength or construction speed. The two-
warp sandals, constructed very loosely and simply, would 
pull apart more quickly if anchored to the foot by several 
s id e loops. Being a more rapidly constructed style, it 
may have seemed a natural choice to the maker to opt for a 
more rapidly constructed tie system. 
Summary For Construction, Tie 
System Comparison 
The correlations appear to be a factor of 
construction strength or constructio n speed. 
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If simply 
constructed sandals (e.g., plainweave) were found with 
complex, finely made side loop systems, it could be 
concluded that cultural influence dictated that choice in 
spite of a logical choice of a simple, fast tie system for 
a simple, fast sandal construction. This is not found on 
these sandals: simple constructions tend to have simple 
tie systems. However, since the toe-heel system is used 
nearly equally on the more detailed fine-braided and 
twined sandals, there appears to be no cultural influence 
dictating the toe-heel system for use only on simpler, 
quicker sandal constructions. 
No firm conclusions can be reached because of the 
large number of uncertain tie system classifications. The 
group of sandals with uncertain tie systems that are 
either toe-heel or criss-cross (with the 1-1 hole pattern) 
may more lik ely be the criss-cross system due to the 
criss-cross construction. The criss-cross system sandal 
would probably be constructed with openings for the 
crossed cord to thread through after construction. This 
crossed cord is one continuous piece forming the toe 
attachment, the tie across the instep, and, possibly, the 
ankle/heel attachment. It is possible that this entire 
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piece would be lost completely, or wear through completely 
and be separated from the sandal, leaving only empty 
holes. The separate toe loops used in the toe-heel system 
may be more firmly anchored, and being separate from the 
tie cord (which is frequently missing), may be more likely 
to have identifiable tie pieces intact and still attached 
to the sandal over time. 
Markers 
Characteristics from the sandals are identified that 
may serve as suitable markers for tracking cultures 
through time and space. Number of toe loops used may be a 
marker (one loop would be required--additional loops would 
be cultural choice). Toe loop and side loop types of 
overlapping, adjacent, and parallel are possible markers. 
Attachment methods of toe loops, side loops, and 
ankle/heel loops, particularly the more complex overedge, 
half knot, and splice, and combinations of these, are 
identified as potential markers to track cultural 
developments. 
Conclusion 
Fibrous sandals are important artifacts for study 
to help answer questions about the technology of 
prehistoric southwestern cultures. This class of 
artifacts has been neglected. Few sandals have been 
thoroughly analyzed. What has been recorded is vague , 
with inconsistent use of descriptive terms. 
been recorded about the sandal tie systems. 
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Even less has 
By analyzing 
these 43 sandals in the laboratory, this research begins 
to fill this gap. In this study, sandal tie pieces are 
thoroughly probed and analyzed, terms are assigned to 
techniques, and information is recorded in detail in 
drawings, figures, and tables. With these techniques 
identified, and suitable terms assigned, future 
researchers of sandal tie systems may begin their studies 
with the benefit of this information and more quickly and 
efficiently proceed with the collection and analysis of 
data. 
Due to the small sample size, and uncertainty about 
how representative this collection is of total sandals 
from the selected sites, it is not possible or appropriate 
to draw conclusions about overall sandal tie system 
developments. However, this recorded information forms a 
base for future sandal tie research. Future sandal tie 
researchers may use these terms, drawings, charts, and 
classifications at the beginning of their res earch , 
modifying them to meet their needs as their research 
progresses. With the examination of ties from a greater 
number of sandals from all geographic areas of the 
Southwest and from other time periods, it may be possible 
to begin analysis and comparison of characteristics of 
114 
sandal ties from different sites. A long-term objective 
is to accumulate enough data to formulate an overall 
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APPENDIX B. SANDAL LOAN NUMBERS 
Table B.l. Sandal Loan Numbers 
Sandals on loan from Utah Museum of Natural History, 
University of Utah: 
Nagashi Bikin (also known as Baby Mummy Cave, Cummings 
1953:51) 
Dates: 1268-1276 (Dean 1969:181) 
Population: 25 (Dean 1969:181) 
11 sandals 










Dates: 1250-1300 (Anderson 1969:23) 
1275-? (Dean:1969:166) 
Population: 65 (Dean 1969:165) 
14 sand a ls 
1135.1 














Dates: 1250-1286 (Dean 1969:189) 
1267 - 1290 (Anderson 1969:20) 









Dates: 1250-1300 (Jonathan Haas, personal 
communication 1993) 
Population: 25 - 30 (Jonathan Haas, personal 
communication 1993) 
9 Sandal s 
AR 194 3 2500 
2254 2 501 
2499 2 580 
2582 
258 3 
2 5 8 6 
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